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Rain9 
By Joe Halpern 
It was not ·quite the flood 
th3.t Noah was waiting for, but 
the rainstorm that hit Ithaca 
Tuesday night could have 
made some area residents wish 
they had built their own arcs. 
Record breaking rains 
dropped 5.08 inches on Ithaca, 
causing considerable damage 
to local businesses and 
residential homes. 
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Rain And 
"At this time we are just 
trying to mop up the water and 
mud," explained a spokesman 
for the city water and sewage 
division Wednesday after-
noon." It could take several 
weeks before we sort out the 
mess." 
Looking down Gen~va Street Wednesday morning. 
Jack Bradley 
Although much of the 
damage was caused by flooded 
basements, and smaller such 
incidents, there were reports 
that ·a b~idge on North Tioga 
Street had collapsed. Police 
confirmed . that they · had 
"closed off the street com-
pletely.'' 
The Cornell Atmospheric 
Science Department recorded 
3.32 inches of rain between 9 
pm and .midnight, Tuesday 
night, which surpassed the 
1947 record by nearly three-
quarters of an inch. 
However, the heavy 
Tuesday rains did not break 
the 12 hour record set in 1935, 
when on a spring day, 
Ithacans ·had to put up with 
6.64 inches of rain. Tioea State B_tid~ collapsed as a result of flash flood. 
Fall Break r-. 
Discontinued 
By Chris Rutken year. 
The Ithaca .College calendar The new calendar was then 
committee bas voted down accepted by President Whalen 
having a fall break next year, and his cabinet. 
and extended T-hanksgiving _, The Calender Committee is 
recess to five days, according comprised of · six faculty 
to John Stanton, the registrar. representatives, two students, 
Fall break had been a two the Provost, a staff council 
year experlment to "change member, a summer session 
the down oi' depressed feelings representative, and alumni 
students have during the student, and . tne director of 
period of ·. time three weeks athlt::tics. 
befote . Thanksgiving", saii Stanton pointed out, · 
Stanton. \ - _ "There is no such thing as a 
The experiment failed when perfect calendar. One thing 
students neglected to attend maybe good for one group and 
classes.before the break. . bad for another." 
- As· a result -of studenf and He adaed that students and 
faculty '"disoontentment", the faculty seemed to like the 
fourteen member calendar - longer- Thaq~sgivjng . Break 
commi~t~_ developed a new -rather - than a - brief · fall' 
~eqdar for1he '82-83 school . vacation. , 
..: 
Beneath Cayuga~s Water§ 
By Joe.Halpern you are certainly the first per- ted history of the lake, tracing 
The picture is altogether son to see that piece of real most of his information from 
stunning. A blue streak of estate, now that's exciting." personal dives. 
water reaches out to a point Jim has put in well over a Much of the history of 
where a tiny city snuggles thousand hours exploring the Cayuga Lake can be traced 
along its shore. "unknown real estate," a_nd from. shipwreaks and o:her 
Cayuga Lake and the city of admits that each dive offers odds-and-ends Jim has 
Ithaca create a view rarely something new. "My dives managed to scavenge. A few 
equaled for those that stand have taken me all over the years ago, Jim pulled up a 147 
on the Ithaca College campus lake, but I still haven't nearly. year old vase, which was later 
. and look out upon New seen it all." varified by the Smithsonian 
York's largest finger lake. Certainly Jim Marshall has Institute as_a priceless piece of 
. Not known to_ many IC spent more time on the bottom china. 
students, however, is a much of Cayuga Lake than anyone. When asked what was his 
different and fascinating He has already taken 1600 most unique find was, Jim 
aspect of Cayuga Lake, and students with him on dives, told of the time a group he was 
that secret lies hidden beneath and that includes many from with spotted a 1932 
its often choppy waters. an IC GIPPE class he teaches Studebaker, "intact hut not 
For the past 13 years, Jim each semester. Later this year, running," beneath 140 feet of 
Marshall has owned· and he hopes to begin a documen- water. 
operated a professional diving • However, finds like these 
service in Trumansberg, about 0&t?. 
eight miles north on Route 89. 00· . • 
Just a few feet from his home, c,-
Cayuga Lake offers Jim an 
"exciting and unique" way of . 
life. -
"Diving in Cayuga Lake is a 
certain type of pleasure that is 
bard to describe," . · e'.!'plains 
Jim. 'When you realize that 
continued on page 5 
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Wayne Hicks Exploratory '8~ Robin Treauting Speech 
I think I'd be a pumpkin Comm. '83 
because it's short & fat & I'm I'm going to dress up as a Jodi 
!tall & skinny. Shamus Rat. 
Darlene-Heikkinen 'Mgt. '83 Carl Wheeler Politics '82 
I'm going to be the I haven't really come up with 
homecoming queen Beth an idea yet, but maybe I'll be~ 
Crawford. little rascal. I 
I 
! 
I i..--1,- .'.'· 
I 
Tammy Pearsall TVR '84 
I'm going to be Raggedy Ann 
of the famous doll Raggedy 
Ann&Andy. 
Wendy McCuaig Soc. '85 
1
1-'m going to be Marie 
Osmond. 
Pete Stenger Mgt. '84 
H~w_ ab~ut the suburban boy? 
Susan Bergan Drama '85 
Scarlet Begonias 
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Two Halloweens ago, 11 IC students blatantly demon-
strared a need for racial awareness at Ithaca Coliege. 
Dressed as Ku Klux Klansmen, the students paraded 
from the garden apts. across campus, through the student 
union, through the library and back·to the garden apal'" 
tments before SASP approached them and told them to . 
"take it off campus." 
Taking '"it" off the campus seemed to be the view of the 
Judicial Board also, as seven of the students were expelled 
and four suspended for their Halloween masquerade. To 
many, these punishments seemed-excessive, while others 
felt them appropriate. The issue was controversial and 
thought provoking for most of the IC community. 
For.the past two years an obvious attempt has been 
made to increase student awareness of racial problems 
through the classroom and through Racial Awareness 
Workshop!'\_. A Racial Awareness Task Force is being 
organized to ensure that this effort continues. The school 
has hired an Affirmitive Action officer. 
The question is, however, has any of this made a def· 
ference. Have tensions lessened or are students more con· 
cerned than they were 2 years ago. It is definately 
questionable. 
There continues to be two separate Parent<;' Weekends -
one sponsored by the Afro Latin Society and the other by 
I C's administration. Most student.9 are unaware of the 
reasons behind the separation despite effort<, to inform 
everyone. 
An effort toward awareness has been initiated at IC, but 
the response could be much better. At least we have not 
seen a recurrance of the 1979 Halloween incident. Let's 
not forget the seriousness of that issue which 11 student'> 
considered a joke. 
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Fl'Om Replica To 
Left: Architect's model of the new academic building which 
will cost an estimated $2.5 million. 
Right: Progress of new building which will house both 
School's of Allied Health and Business. 
Parents Weekend: A HaBoween Nightmare 
So you think you - have 
nighmares? Bah, you sch-
muck, I'll tell -you about 
nightmares. 
-Vincent Price 
It was a da_rk and stormy 
Halloween night. The door-
bell rang. I sat down my r1;1m 
and coke, shuffled down the 
gloomy front hall to the door, 
and opened the door. My 
parents were standing-ther.: on 
the front stoop in formal 
evening dress with a large man 
of slavic extraction clad en-
tirely in_ l~ather. I ~creamed 
and slammed the door. Paren-
ts Weekend! I chugged down 
the rest of my burbon and 
water and ran into my 
bedroom. What a mess! I 
grabbed all my dope and stuf-
f!:!d it under the bed, took 
those girls and crammed them 
into the bottom drawers of my 
bureau, snatched the stereo I 
stole last summer and threw it 
out the window' swallowed 
half of my gin and tonic and 
dumped the rest into my bean 
bag chair, and tried to com-
pose myself. I went back to 
the door and opened it, "Trick 
or Treat!" my parent~ yelled; 
the narrow eyes of the big guy 
in leather betrayed no 
emotion, or intelligence. I 
smiled hugely and pushed my 
spare bottle of scotch behind 
the umbrella stand with my 
feet, "Do you like Reesee's 
cups?". My parents looked at 
each other and smiled. 
"Can we come in?" 
Halloween Alte:irnaltiv-e§ 
To the Editor: 
Tired of the same old 
Halloween scene? Sfck or 
dressing up in costume only to 
sweat riearly to death in a 
crowded bar? There are many 
different alternatives in the 
Ithaca area to assure you of a 
fun filled Halloween weekend 
without the crowds and 
hassles. 
Some unique Halloween 
festivities will begin on friday, • 
the 30th. In the afternoon, a 
costume contest takes place at 
the Cornell College store at 
1:00 p.m. A $300 gift cer-
tificate will be awarded to the 
best dressed contestant. 
Ithaca College Bookstore is 
sponsoring its own costume 
contest for Ithaca College 
students and their families.· It 
begins at 5:00 p.m. and con-
tinues until 9:30, when awards 
wiU be given to the. best 
dressed. 
Many Parent's weekend· ac-
tivities are_ b'eing held on b.oth 
Friday and Saturday. Tl).ere is 
a, Master Artists concert in 
Ford._Hall on· J1idaY. night at. 
8:15. The United Christian 
Fellowship is putting on 
Godspell at the Muller Chapel 
on friday and saturday night 
at 8:30. Also on friday and 
saturday night is Ithaca 
College's production of The 
Madwoman of Chaillot in 
Dillingham Center at 8:15. 
Another big event is Leonard 
Bernstein's operetta, Trouble 
io. Tahiti, held in the 
Crossroads on friday and 
saturday evening at 8:30. 
The Pyramid Mall is spon-. 
soring many Halloween 
related activities ori friday. 
Begining the festivities is a 
costume contest at 9:00 p.rn., 
followed by pumpkin 
decorating from 9:00. - 11 :00 
p.m. The entire mall will be 
having a midnight madness 
sale on friday. All stores will 
be open until 11 :OO p.m. and 
· many ·stores will be having 
special sales. The big attrac-
tion, how.ever, is the' Haunted 
House, sponsered by the Jay 
Cees. On friday night the 
Haunted House will be free of 
charge_fr~m 9 -. 11:00 p.m. 
"Uh-sure." I tried to shut 
the door before the big leather 
guy coul<l i,quet:zt: in, but he 
grabbed the door out of my 
hands and pushed me into the 
living room after my mom and 
dad. "Gee, it sure is nice to 
see you folks, can I get you 
anything?" . 
My father smiled and held 
my mother's hand, "Son, we 
really are trick or treating 
tonight." 
"And you don't like 
Reesee's cups." 
"We'ed like the money 
we've spent on your college 
education back.'' 
"What's the trick?" 
"Oh, we don't want it to 
come to that.'' my mother 
said, patting my father's hand. 
-Saturday night the fee is 75-
and the Haunted House will be 
opeJl until 9:30 p.m. 
On Halloween Night the 
movie Halloween will be 
showing at Cornell's Statler at 
11 :00 p.m. Also at Cornell is a 
contemporary music festival at 
Barrens Hall at 8: 15. 
At I.C. on Halloween night, 
·in addition to the parent's 
weekend activities already 
listed, are two very different 
concerts planned. At 8:15 in 
Ford Hall there will be a Jazz 
Rock Ensemble. Later in the 
evening there will be a dance 
and live concert with 
Desperado playing in the Ben 
Light Gym from 9:30 - 1 :00 
a.m. . 
With so many activities to 
choose from it may be difficult 
to decide \\'hat to -do. For 
those students who enjoy the 
Haunt on Halloween you can 
be sure it will be packed. If 
you want to go out -but are 
looking for. so1T1ething a little 
different therf s enough going 
on to sr. •,sfy everyone. 
Robin Wine 
The slavic guy in leather 
smiled and cracked his 
knuckles. I nonchalantly put 
my hands in my pockets an 
sprinted into the bathroom 
and locked the door. I ran 
over, lifted up the top of the 
toilet back and peered inside. 
Damn! Somebody swiped the 
beer I had put in there to cool; 
the only trace was the plastic 
holder floating on the surface 
of the water. I knew time was 
running out when l heard the 
large fists of the big leather 
guy hammering on the 
bathroom door. 
"Let me get my check-
- book!" I screamed. The 
pounding abruptly stopped. I 
had to think fast, knowing 
that I didn't have a checking 
account. As I opened the 
bathroom door, I lowered my 
head and sprinted out of the 
door right into the belly of the 
big slav. He fell over and 
smashed the coffee table into 
splinters, and I ran out the 
front door screaming 
hysterically. I spent the next 
two days hiding out in Cass 
park, and when I returned 
there was no trace of my 
parents or the big leather slav. 
The coffee table was missing 
though. I've cut down on my 
drinking since last Halloween 
also. 
1
.HAPPY 
HALLOWEEN 
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By Leroy Johnson 
The Amani Singers, a gospel 
group comprised of Ithaca 
College students performed 
last Saturday at Calvery Bap-
tist Church on North Albany 
Stret. 
The fall debut, entitled 
"Song ·Fest..and More," wa~ 
well received by a large sup-
portive audience. The group 
sung two songs: Sign me up 
for Christ's Jubilee" and 
·"What is this". Michelle 
Johnson vibrantly sand, "His 
eye is on the Sparrow" and 
there were also some poetry 
readings. 
The Amani Singers were 
joined by Cornell's gospel 
group, Pamo ja-ni. 
The conception of an I.C. 
gospel group was started three 
years ago by Shirley Harris 
and Valary Arthur, along with 
the help of Doreen Stewart. 
Their debut came in the 
Kuumba pioduction 
"Ogene", and proced to be so 
successful that the group ex-
panded their act to community 
.churche~and to the Afr<?-·, . 
. Latin Society PareJ!! 
Weekend. 
Last · year, the Amani 
Singers performed in Ber- , 
muda. 
"Amani" means peace and 
for many members of the 
group, "peace is what they 
find when. they sing gospel." _ 
Brent Richardson, Amani 
singer said, "The meaning of 
the songs lifts me up 
spiritually and gives me 
strength to deal with school 
and other things in my per-. 
sonal life." · 
Rhonda Melvin, singer, ex-
plained the Amani aim by 
saying, "They relay a positive 
message that makes me feel 
good." 
"It doesn't matter what 
your beliefs are as long as you 
share the common interest in 
gospel music happiness," ex-
plained Pamela Walrond. 
So, "positive vibrations" 
and "uplifting songs" are the 
formula that Amani mixes in 
concerts. Their next perfor-
mancl is on November 8, 
during AIS Parents Weekend 
for more infor call Michelle 
Johnsenat273-9777 . 
Ithaca College Concerts '81-82 Presents 
JAIi DE GAnAIII, 
Mezzo-Soprano 
GILBERT KALISH, 
Piano 
/ 
Program includes songs by Berlioz, Crumb, Schubert, and Ives 
Tickets now available: 
Egbert Union ( lthacil College) 
Hickey's Music Store COowntow.n> 
Finger Lakes Music (Pyramid Mall) 
$6.00 Gene,al Adm,,"on 
$5.00 
Non-1111i'Ccl College Student~ 
llhara College Faculty and Slaff 
Friend<:. of Ithaca College 
S3.00 
1 lhaca College Student~ 
Sen,or C1l1zen~ 
D'ri00£~bl ~@H.111!G~ 
Walter Ford Auditorium 
Oct_ober 30, 1981 8: 15 p.m. 
Upcoming Concerts 
Chicago Symphony Woodwind Quintet February 1, 1982 
Misha Dichter, Pianist March 31, 1982 
11 A remarkable experiment in 
legal education ... There is no other 
school in the nation that can do what you 
are doing here." 
Warren Burger 
Chief Justice 
U.S. Supreme Court 
. Septeniber13,1980 
U'NllVEHSITY OF PUGET SOUND 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
Get the facts on: 
O Admissions 
o Cuniculwn 
o Placement 
Day: Tuesday 
Date: November 3 
Time: 9- t2A.M. 
Pla 
Career Plans 
ce: Office 
For information: 
Linda Gasser 
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"'Ille tide is bjgh ... " on Ithaca Stree5. 
Kim Hoover 
~lGould 
College Outfitters 
111 N. Aurora St. ,Ithaca 
1St Annual Ithac·a College Parents Weekend 
E Thurs. 10-9 1-'riday 10-9 Sat. J0-6 Sun. 
_10-3 
4 DA\' ONIL Y*ONlL Y WJHIHILlE SUPJPLUES 1LAS1f' ! 
/ 
I §A VE li0% to SOX S1f0R1EWJID1E I 
Here is a partial list of Savings: 
, 
. 
ITEM' REG. PRICE SALE \'OlJSAVE 
---- I -----I 
OshKosh B'Gosh I ' ,; Wide Wale Cords $26.00 $19.95 22¾ 
I 
Khakis 16.00 12.'80 20¾ 
Levi's Jeans and Cords 17.00 13.60 20¾ 
Career Club Shirts 18.00 13.50 25¾ 
19.00 14.25 25% 
Duofold Turtlenecks 15.00 12.00 20¾ 
Ridgeview 3-pack Tube \, 
Athletic Socks 3.99 2.99 25¼ 
Ithaca Nylon Jackets 19.95 15.00 25¾ 
lthac~ llaseball Jackets 39.95 36.00 10¾ 
, Yankee/Islander 50.00 40.00 20% 
Team Jackers 
~didas and Nike T-Shirr~ 7.00 4.90 30% 
. 
I 
' 
-
SA VIE BIG ON :belts, socks, Adidas shoes & 
bags, Sperry Topsid_ers, Nike shoes, Diodora shoes, 
Bauer·skates, Ithaca clothing, sweatpants, and 
MUCHMORE! 
{ 
' 
/ 
.( 
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That Desire to Punch <dl CoUege Kihdl 
Town & Gown Rivalry and the "Brealking Away" Concept 
,,,,.,------ ··-· - . peal to that most intense of 
. townie desires, the desire to 
punch a college kid senseless. 
By Keith Styrcula 
Remember that scene in the 
movie "Breaking. Away" 
when the townies were 
trespassing in the Indiana 
Univeristy college kids' 
hangout and they were coerced 
to leave? And some snotty 
frat rat says to the dimiimitive 
Moocher, "Y_eah, Shorty, why 
dontcha shove off?" So the 
mellow Moocher suddenly 
spins around and cracks a 
jawbreaker into the college 
kid's face. 
What'd you do when you 
watched that scene? Cuss out 
the obnoxious towJ1ie?' 
No you did1.'t. 
cheered, didn't you? 
Yo1,1. 
The Steve Tesich film 
touched on a theme· rarely 
discussed _but perenially "in 
vogue: Town & Gown rivalry. 
It's the not-so-good-natured 
antagonism between a residen-
tial community and that com-
munity's college students. 
And it's inescapable--
particularly in Ithaca. The 
citizens view these students 
with the contempt reserved for 
guests who overstay their 
welcome, which in turn breeds 
a mistrust on the part of those 
attending the town's college. 
Those who fail to believe 
this kind of attitude exists 
among various townspeople 
only have to read the opening 
paragraph of an article recen-
tly in the town weekly, The 
Ithaca Times{September 17, p. 
1). The front page article was 
written by Lansing resident 
Jack Jen sen and it was sup-
· Just last Thursday night, a 16-
year-old youth--
obviously proud that his 
heritage was rooted in Ithaca, 
NY--taunted four older and 
much bigger college students 
across Aurora Street. The kid 
yelled to the men.from the ar-
cade room of Kelly's Dry 
Dock: "Yo, you college wim-
ps! I'm only a sixteen-year-
old townie and I can kick you 
fuckin' college asses all over 
this town!" The four IC men 
scowled back from Ragrnan's 
with what they considered to 
be an ultimate of insults 
calling the kid "townie". 
The word "townie" has in-
finitely negetive connotations 
to us college students, 
although it certainly 
shouldn't. Nothin' wrong 
with living in Ithaca, right? 
But why are the members of 
this community so anti-college 
student? After all, this town is 
a lot like summer resort--it 
makes no secret of the fact 
that its economy thrives only 
when the college kids are here 
to spur it. The only difference 
between it and , say, ,Wild-
wood, is that the latter e!')joys 
a mere four-month season 
while students populate Ithaca 
the other_ eight months of the 
year. . 
Back in the sixties (accor-
ding to a former area 
businessman), when the 
college was planning on 
relocating upon South Hill 
with a stunningly modern 
campus, the college pressured 
area businessmen to donate a 
posedly about rugby: -
· little more generously to the 
"Friends of Ithaca College" 
fund. The other half of the 
ultimatum was that if they 
didn't, the college would move 
further down the lake. Local 
merchants promptly dipped 
into their pockets to make cer-
tain that Ithaca College stayed 
in Ithaca. 
And the businessmen, 
economy thrives. So, with the 
IC students so essential to the 
financial welfare of the city, 
why do the fire marshals use 
us as impersonal pawns in a 
cheap display of power play? 
Why do the cops follow us 
ar.ound for that half-full, open 
container of beer? Why does 
that lady at the Co-op snarl at 
us when· we bring her 
business? Why do the 
waitresses at the Rongo snap 
up our partially consumed 
drinks when we're not looking 
and heatedly demand 
outrageous tips because "you 
college kids don't know what 
it's like trying to make ends 
meet?" 
I never knew why until I 
assumed the role of pseudo-
I felt an unparalleled 
depression. Forty-seven hun-
dred rowdy, obnoxious, 
destructive people had ·just 
taken over "my" town and I 
townie this past summer. I 
decided to spend my vacation 
here and work rather that go 
home ans sit around unem-
ployed, so I sub-lket a house 
on Aurora Street and became 
occupant. 
, felt alienated for a long while 
afterward. 
For four months, Ithaca 
was not where I went to 
school, but where I worked, 
where I lived,and where I 
played. There was no heavy 
traffic, no rubbing elbows at 
the Haunt Happy Hour, and it 
was Ithaca Slowpitch that 
kept me entertained at night. 
Then, the college kids came 
back in September. All of a 
sudden , I got possessive: as I 
sat downtown in stagnant traf-
fic the first Friday afternoon 
Ithaca College kids were back, 
How's that Indian proverb 
go? Something like "don't 
judge a man until you've 
walked a mile in his moc-
cassins." Well, I put on the 
moccassins of a townie and I 
felt his feelings long after I 
had taken them off. Until I 
got back into the microcosm 
of the college cC'mrnunity and 
readjusted to IC life, I 
discovered that I ,too, wanted 
to punch a college kid in the 
mouth. 
And I'm a college kid ... 
0 l rop1cal Plant!> and Lush Har,ging Plants 
°஁ Fn.>!>h Silk and Dried Flowers 
PLUS Bamboo. wicker and ratti!n chairs. 
rabies. hampers. baskets. blinds. mirrors 
D<'coratmg accessories 
Dinnerware. mugs 
,u1d-many exnting gifts 1 
THE 
.. -PLANTATION ~ 114 lthacaCommons 0 273-7231 
.; Thurs., Fri. till 9 p.m. 0 Sunday l l-4 
"Townies:Ever get the urge to 
knock a college kid on his 
butt? Hit him so hard his 
shoes and socks fall off {like 
Charlie Brown) and not get 
arrested?" 
Jensen was obviously 
poking fun at Town & Gown 
rivalry. Or was he? The lead 
of the article was meant to ap-
having succeeded in keeping ~ 
thousands of money-spending 
college students in the city for ~ 
years to come, now blantantly 
advertise to _ us and the , 
JP>izzas and §ubs Dellivered to 
1fo Your Door! 
lFRlEIE! 
,. 
CDIIJinuedfrompage l 
are rare and most dives only 
discover useless 20th Century 
junk like worn out tires, old 
boote and rusty anchors. 
Contrary to opinion, Lake 
Cayuga falls to a depth of only 
400 feet, informed Jim' Some 
theories have floated around 
that the lake drops as low as 
800 feet, and that underwater-. 
caverns connect- Cayuga to 
Seneca Lake. Jim explained 
the impossibility of under-
water passes since both lakes 
are situated on different 
elevations. 
Asked to describe how 
Cayuga Lake looks from the 
bottom, Jim said, "It resem-
bles the surface of the moon, 
with all types of craters and 
cliffs." 
Ji~ supports the theory t_hat 
the lake was created "by 
. glaciers millions of. years-ago, 
which explain the "uneven 
surface of the bottom." 
,Even though Jim Marshall 
can be considered an authority 
of Cayuga Lake, there are still 
many occurences that leave 
him baffled. One is _ the 
"strange currents beneath the 
lake" and the other is the 
sighting of a "large creature." 
Jim describes his encounter 
with "Cayuga Katie" this 
way: "Last spring, my wife 
and a friend were traveling 
over the lake on a speed boat. 
There was a full moon out and 
we were keeping our eyes open 
for logs on the surface. Ahead 
of us was what appeared to· be 
a huge log but when we slowed 
down to take a closer look it 
completly submerrged _beneath 
the water. Bubbles marked the 
spot where ' it had - disap-
peared." 
.,,,. 
., 
~ 
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M!lt m\· · · .. ·· .. a1· · .. "· , , .rerperson. 
By Robin Wine · 
Assistant -professor Louisa 
Swift is offering an Interper-
sonal Communications course 
for Reticent Students next 
semester. 
Reticient personaltt1es are 
characterized by avoiding 
communication in various 
situations which are beneficial 
to the well being of an in-
dividual. Some people term it 
shyness; however, distinct 
fears and blocks prevent 
reticent personalities from 
many kinds of com-
munication. Some students 
are afraid to talk in class due 
to a fear of authority figures, 
while others are so fearful of 
rejection that they never make 
attempts to get close with 
members of the opposite sex. 
Reticent oersons dwell on th 
negative aspect of situations 
and-often cannot perceive that 
something positive will hap-
pen. They also have dif-
ficulties seeing what happens 
in their lives. 
Developed from a grant ob-
tained through the faculty 
developed fund, Louisa Swift 
received special training at 
Pennsylvania where the 
program began in the late 60's. 
At this time the course i 
be!ng offered at many college,. 
in th·e country. This area 01 
r .-;,..~1lt~ 00? e~~. · \lDUA ~ ·' · l.ttli 
speech · communication is 
nsing in popularity as more 
people become aware of its 
necessity. Forty percent of the 
U.S. population has admitted 
,to being shyer than they would. 
like. 
When asked why she 
decided to teach this type of 
interpersonal communication 
course Louisa responded, "I, 
myself, was a shy person in 
college and feel that I would 
have benefited from a course 
like this." 
Louisa stresses that it is not 
easy to change previous com-
munication skills. She con-
tinues, "People in this class 
must be extremely motivated. 
There are no magic tricks and 
ifs essential that students are 
willing to take risks in order to 
reach their set goals~" . 
the course is more than a 
regular interpersonal com-
ml!,nication course in many 
ways. In addition to the 
material taught in interper-
sonal communication, studen-
ts have an opportunity to im-
prove their own personal 
communication difficulties. 
They begin by writing down 
how they perceive themselves 
and defining particular dif-
ficulties they have in com-
municating. In' a private in- · 
cerview with Louisa, each Louisa points out that when goals are being worked on in 
student then discusses each students Jeave this course I productive Way. 
general goal he/she hopes to they ·cannot expecf1o. be com- For future information 
accomplish and focuses in on pletely cured. The new skills about ,this course, a full 
specific behaviors. A goal they learned will help them in description is listed in the 
analysis is written which - future situations; however, it \ humanities and sciences sup-
defines how the individual is important to realize that plement, available in the book 
hopes to change each people will get out of the cour- store. If a student would like 
bt:havior. ·, Classes are small se only what they put in, louisa an assured seat, Louisa has ex-
and tend to be very close. adds. Louisa's expertise in tended her office hours during 
Louisa describes the for mat communication skills will pre-registration week. By con-
ty saying, "Students set their facilitate students in defining tacting her at her office in 201 
own goals by identifying their goals. Scheduled Dillingham_ . or calling 274-
specific behaviors they want to meetings will make su,re the 3934, a st_udf~t c;a!1 s~e _about 
changd in themselves. Not gettiRg into the course. 
everyone has the same dif-
ficulties.'' 
In the past, Louisa has had 
success with the class. She ex-
plains; "lthink the majority ot 
students do change their 
previously lacking com-
munication skills necessary to 
effectively communicate.'' 
The skills obtained in this 
course will not always be 
problem free. Louisa clarifies, 
"changing communication 
behaviors i not always easy 
and is often painful. Like 
anything else, 1t is inevitable 
that things won't always work 
out as planned. By gaining 
confidence in one's com-
munication skills, the student 
will stand a far better chance 
of dealing with rejection and 
risk taking." 
PRINCETON, NJ (CPS)·· aroused lengthy controvei:sy 
Student fees at Princeton among administrators, studen-
1 
University will no longer be ts and faculty members. The 
used to fund abortions, accor- new plan takes money from 
ding to a new compromise the school's permanent health 
adopted by the school's ser"'.ice endowment, thus 
Trustee Committtee on Health avoiding involuntary student 
and Atnletics. funding of abortion5. 
Under the univer sity's "A lot of students have ob-
existing system, one dollar out jected to providing even$! for 
.of each Princeton student's abortions," says Director of 
mandatory health care fee is · Health Services Louis A. Pyle, 
1 diverted to finance student Jr., who stresses his staff only 
I abortions-- a policy that has Continued on page 9 
College Graduates: 
House of Shalimar 
DISCOVER Y()(lR 
POTENTIAL AS A 
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT 
o o o at Adelphii r /. 
'l~ ~ 
-~ 
:=::-
lHiaRllrll -Jkimntttted 
W.ooll Sweaters 
fwom 
IEtunadorr & Mexicco 
- :; 
Hand-knitted-as an art is 
fast disappearing. But a 
recent sharp-eyed .swjng 
through the villages of 
Mexico & Ecuador 
uncovered some still 
excellent examples. 
House of Shalimar 
On tht> r:ommons Pyramid Mall 
1.·,3_ 7939 257-2222 
More and more law firms and corporations are hiring lawyer· s 
assistants for challenging and rewarding careers. Salaries at all 
levels have increased with the extraordinary growth of this pro-
fession, and top lawyer"s assistants earn as much as $32,000. 
The Lawyer"s Assistant Program at Adelphi University is the 
largest and oldest ABA-approved program of its kind in New 
York State, with more than 3,000 graduates. 
At Adelphi, it takes just three months of concentrated daytime 
study (or six months in the evening) to prepare for a career'as a 
lawyer's assistant. Courses offered in: GARDEN CJlY, L.I., 
HUNTINGTON, L.1. and MANHATTAN. 
Could This Be The Career You've Been Looking For? 
You owe it to yourself to find out: 
••• Why 85% of our graduates who seek para-
legal employment have found it 
••• Why hundreds of lawyers and other 
employers send us their requests for our. 
graduates · 
••• Why Adelphi graduates have been hired 
by 48 of the 50 largest law fii:ms In New 
.. York City _ 
MAIL THIS COUPON 
·10DAYI 
Or, telephone right now: 
(516) 663-1004 
Approved for V.A. and N.Y.S. Higher, Education Loans. 
. ·-----------------------------· 
The Lawyer's Assistant Program 
Adelphi University 
Garden City, LI., N.Y. 11530 
In cooperation with The 
National Center for Paralegal Training:lnc. 
Name .. _ 
Please send me a copy of -
the Adelphi University 
Lawyer's Assistant Pro-
gram catalog for. 1981/82. 
Address. __ . . _ ... .. ___ _ ___ . 
City ___ _:_ _________ --· .. __ State __________ Zip _____ _ 
HomePhone ________________ Scho!)IPhone ____ .. ___ _ 
ADELPHI illTWIIW~Tin CC(Q)1LIL1ECGIB 
UNIVERSIU' Ir(Q)fil ~illJ111r~ 
Altel/)hi University Admits Students On The 8dsis Of lndwidual Merit And 
Without Rega.rd To Race. Color. Creer?, Sex Or /lgP. 
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This creature fills 'its mouth European economies (making that are constantly raising are 
it harder for them to keep up Professor Ryan's proof of his with venum 
And · walks 
duodenum. 
upon its military expenditures in view of how the U.S. is han-
(Strategic Arms 
Talks) instead 
(Stragic Arms 
Reduction 
of SALT 
Limitation 
He who attempts to tease the 
cobra 
Is soon a sadder he. and sobra. 
-Ogden Nash "The Cobra .. 
There are two cobras in our 
w<'r'd. Both slowly hissing at 
eac other viciously and 
teasingly, and both quickly 
filling their mouths with 
deadly venum. They move 
back and forth, closely wat-
ching each 0th.er, waiting for 
the other to release his first 
strike of venum. 
These two creatures, the 
United States and Soviet 
Union governments, are 
reaching the point where the 
venum they are building up is 
overflowing out of their 
mouths. New, ' csh supplies 
of improved venum (Mx, 
missiles, · the submarine 
Trident, B-1 Bomber, etc.) 
have been flowing into replace 
the old. The United States 
especially has had a recent 
surge of nuclear warhead 
build-up. 
The big question: Why the 
increase with arms reduction 
talks around the corner? -It 
seems that the Reagan Ad-
ministration hasn't yet shown 
any real concern for slowing 
down, or reducing arms. In-
fact, the administration ap-
pears unwilling to talk. I must 
agree with Walter Mondale in 
his speech October 20, to the 
Foreign Policy Association at 
the Pierre Hotel in New York 
City, saying the Reagan Ad: 
ministration has taken a "go-
it-alone policy." Mondale 
claimed the Administrations 
high interest rates damaged 
NATO countries). therefore deling the negotiations. "The 
dividing us from NATO coutries costs are so crazy, I can't 
tries. Also, Mondale pointed believe that any rational set of 
out that ignoring arms control governors woul participate in 
and backing off on stands wi~ this expensive arms game .. .I 
South Africa and other under- must assume that there will be By Sam Freedman 
developed nations, are all serious talks of reduction Two years ago some studen-
resulting in isolating ourselves somewhere down the line. The ts and faculty got .together and 
from the rest of the world. We game is-just unaffordable by formed the Investment club. 
are building ourselves up both sides." That first year was "a learning 
militarily, and playing down The analysis of Professor experience" but the basic 
underdeveloped nations' Ryan can already be seen by groundwork and goals were 
problems making the United the expected growth of the established in the '79-80 
States out to be some tough military budget to reach $400 school year. Last year proved-
guy. But Why? billion by 1984. This cost to be more successful both 
John W. Ryan, Chairperson alone should be enough for financially and acedemically. 
of the politics department, ex- both countries to come "The goal of the Investment 
plained the process of arms together and say "O.K., how club is to offer an oppor-
reduction, giving a possible can we put a lid on this. Let's tunity, of a forum, f<;>r studen-
reason why the Reagan ad- talk serious arms reduction." ts and faculty to learn about 
ministration has had the sud- The game of cobra and investments of all kinds and 
den build up. "The super, cobra negotiations looks like a have fun while making a 
tough guy approach gives the long one full of silly in- profit," explained club man-
United States something to timidating games and ex~ ber Sam Freeman. Presently, 
bargin with when negotiations tremely high costs. White the club is comprised of a 
begin. Think about it. We go House officials have begun to majority of business students 
into negotiations with a well refer to the upcoming with a mixture of business 
This year new officers have 
been elected and members are 
optimistic for a "fun, learning 
and financially rewarding 
experience." Pete Mon-
tgomery, newly elected 
treasurer said: "I believe we 
will try to develope a portfolio 
of stocks and bonds that we 
can invest in. I also would like 
to see a hypothetical portfolio 
as a learning tool for the 
people involved in the club. 
All interested students are 
encouraged to join the invest-
ment club and learn some 
techniques and tools that 
brok~ houses use to utilize 
to help make sound iudgemen-
ts about what to invest in. In-
formation about when and 
where the dub meets will be 
published. developed military, not only negotiations as START students from other schoo\s. 
will this scare them into -1-+--+-li-+-+-+-+-~-+-+--+-t-+-+---+-t-t-t-+-......,,-t-+-t-t-t--+-t-t-+-+-+-+--if-+-+-+-+--if-+-+-#--1. 
bargaining, but all the recent 
build-up gives us something to 
use as bargaining ships." 
Professor Ryan went on to 
explain· that the MX missiles, 
B-1 Bomber, etc., may be 
nothing more than toys we can 
bargain with to reduce their 
toys. So, before nations go in 
the process of arms talks they 
may have sudden military 
build-ups or isolate themselves 
from other foreign affairs, as 
the United States has been 
doing. 
The biggest problem with 
this approach, along with 
being the long about route, is 
the cost. The incredible costs 
of our military expenditures 
A colorful atmosphere 
from out of the past 
for your ,1,n,ng en1cyment 
Stationmaster --
Joe C,,1schi's 
unique reswurant 
f'Ol/ RESERL\TIO.\'S PLEASE P/10.'liE 
o STEAKS 
• PRl!\IE RIBS 
o LOBSTER 
& MANY OTHER 
DELICIOUS 
ENTREES 
THE WAITING ROOM/ 
THE BAGGAGE ROOM/ 
LOCATED I~ THE FORMER RAILROAD PASSENGER THE TICKET OFFICE 
COCKTAIL LOl'~GE 
STATION ON TAUGHANNOCK BOULEVARD AT TH[ HA~Ql'ET FA.CILITIF..S 
FOOT OF WEST BUFFALO ST TO 200 
FRYE 
CI, ine,;e-
W .. S1,11e 
A mt·rira n Food 
-NEW FALL 
·STYLES 
18 2 72- 7.350 
University of Rochester 
Graduate ~chool of Management 
Degree Programs Include 
M.B.A. with 
Concentrations in 
Accounting-Co_rporate 
Accounting-Public 
Applied Economics 
Computers & Information Systems 
Finance 
Marketing 
Operations Management 
A representative from the 
Graduate School of Manage-
ment will be here 
Thur.iday. O:t. 29. 1981 
Ph.D. in 
Business Administration 
Core Areas 
Applied Economrcs 
Quantitativ~ Methods 
Majors and Minors 
Accounting 
Applied Economics 
Computers & Information Systems 
Finance 
Industrial Organization & 
Publ,c Economics 
Macroeconomics 
Marketing 
Operations Management 
Operations Research 
Contact: The Career Services and Placement Center or 
John G. Balter Asst, Dean & Dir. of Admissions 
GSM, University of Rochester 
Rochester, NY 14627 , (716) 275-3533 
The Crad~te School of Management is a member of the Consortium for 
Graduate Study in Management. 
IExcntti1111g New Colors & §tyDes 
Over 60 §tylles to Choose lFrom 
Leather ExpJr(e§§ 
128 Iftlbaca Commoll1ls 
273-5806 
,!' 
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Fall Semester 
October 30, 31 and November 1 ... 
Parents Weekend: Our program will focus on: 
1. New Academic Computer Capability 
2. Student time "Away from the books" 
3. The role of the Business Advisory Council in 
assisting the school. Invite your parents to attend! 
October 27 ... 
Deadline for Transfer Applications into the School of 
Business for Spring, 1982 - see College Catalogue 
for requirements. 
October 29 thru November 5 ... 
Pre-registration ... Round I 
See your.advisor early!! 
November 10 and 11 ... 
Executive In Residence: Ms. Dawn Cross, 
Organizational Development Consultant (formerly 
with General Motors) and Ms. Sarah Metzger, 
(former Marketing Manager with Tompkins County 
Trust Co.). • 
Focus o·n "Women in Middle Management." 
November 30 thru December 4 ... 
Pre-registration ... Round II 
Patience is a virtue! 
December 11 ... 
Classes end. 
Dece·mber 14 ... 
Exams begin. 
Spring Semester 
' 
January 11 ... April 30 ... 
Classes begin 
February 26 ... 
Deadline for Transfer Applications into the School 
of Business-for Fall, 1982 - see College Catalog for 
requirements. 
March 30 thru 31 ... 
Executive in Residence: Mr. Lance J. Cunha, 
• Senior Vice President, Manufactures Hanover 
Leasing Corporation. (Mr. Cunha is an Ithaca 
College Alumnus, Class of 1968.) 
. . 
Classes end. 
May 1 ... 
Deadline for Student Summer Internship Propospls 
to Dean's office. 
May 3 ... 
Exams begin 
May 16 . .. 
Commencement 
BMPOR·TANT SERVICES 
PEIER ADVISING PROGRAM 
Questions about requirements, majors, minors, 
support services? Stop by the Peer Advising Office 
on the 14th,floor of the West Tower and get to know 
students interested in sharing information and 
knowledge with you. 
!DROP IN COMMUNICATION lAIB 
Designed for business students who need individual 
help in structuring research papers/reports and oral 
presentations. The service is housed i'n the Peer 
Advising Office. Hours of operation are posted on 
the office door. 
NEW· COURSE OFFERINGS-· fr<>~-- th~:. S~hool_.·:~f :a~si~ess 
- • • .,.-. ' :~ - ' -' ·- • -_,; •• .-' ........ - .J' - ••• .:. ,_':.~· .... ...... •· ...... ·.: ...... ', ~ • 
LAW FOR GENERAL EDUCATION 
(37-281) ... wi II be offered by the School of 
Business for the first time in thE.l spring 1982 
semester. The course is designed to provide basic 
understanding of the workings of the American 
legal system and some specific areas of law which 
should be of interest to every citizen. The course is 
open to all students in the College.and carries 3 
semester credit hours. 11 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
(87.:-~70) ... this upper level elective will be 
offered in spring, 1982 ~emester. The course is 
structured as a means for acquiring ·a basic and 
thorough understanding of the role of information'in 
the management process. An overview ·of the 
complex concepts underlying the use of cor_np,!Jter 
- based information systems will be provided. Data 
processing operations, selected aspects of 
-management science and questions of systems 
analysis and .design will also be studied. 
', 
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Fly away for the United Way 
October 31, 1981 By Diane Vaccaro & Peeks 
Bunnell 
Conference Room, on the 14th 
floor of the West Tower. 
Sponsored by 
the 
Student Activities 
Board 
In the midst of pre-
registration week, the I C 
campus is bustling with active 
· students and advisors. In the 
Business School, the situation 
is seemingly calm because of 
the presence of Business Peer 
Counselors. 
Peer Counselors in . the 
Business School are students 
who volunteer their time in 
order to assist other students 
in the Business school in the 
areas of course selection, 
curriculum review and other 
concerns. 
Laura Lewis coordinates the 
program under the supervision 
of Dean Long. At the begin-
ning of the semester, the coun-
selors went through an inten-
sive training session. They 
participate in weekly training 
meetings and . present 
programs in dorms, besides 
maintaining office hours in the 
* Abortions 
The Peer Business Advisors 
are Mary Allen, Art 
DeDominicis, Meryl Green-
wald, Linda Harvey, Bonnie 
Halt!, Debbie Ue, Linda 
LeBrecque, Randi Posner, 
Ellen Ruzinsky, Marcia Witt. 
Randi Posner, junior 
management major said, 
"people don't realize the 
benefits of the program. 
Students can make an appoin-
tment or just walk in with any 
questions they may have.Peers 
can advise as well as the ad-
visors." 
Pre-registration _lasts from 
October 28-November 5. For 
business students, there is no 
internal freeze on changing 
majors or minors. For these 
students wiching to transfer 
into the business school, ap-
plications may be filed after 
pre-registration. 
75c Donations for the United Way will get you a Continuedfrompage 6 refers students to private They felt if we made this kind 
physicians and clinics. The of refund, someone else could 
cost of an abortion is tully object to paying a fee for con-
covered by the university's in- tact sports, a Christian Scien-
surance program. tist could object to the entire 
f card and a balloon. 
u Prizes will be awarded to the first 3 people whose 
balloons fly the farthest. 
"Tne initial suggestion was health care fee, and so on." 
simply to rebate the $1 upon a "Conversely, our liealth All balloons will be released together at the 
Parent's Weekend Football Game. 
! *Tables at the Union Oct. 26-30th~- __ -· ~ 
student's request," Pyle care endowment was provided 
relates. "But the ad- by ·individual and family 
• ,_,;. ,--.+; .............. 
ll roivn 
-- produce 
THE DEWITT MALL\ 
273-9610 
MON-SAT 
10:30-5:00 
604 E.BUFFAl,0 
r=:J 
c:;;:2J 
ministration felt this would set donors years ago, with no 
a bad precedent for the overal restrictions as to its usage." 
comprehensive student fee. The ample fund, which 
JOB.SJOBS JOBS 
THIE JEGBER'lr lIJNJION 01FJF1ICIE 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES JOB 
OPJENilN<G§ IlN 1fIHI1E 
JPlUB PUB P1UB JPlUB JPUB 
8 new peopRe, ideas & experiell1l.ces 
~ commulllmicatioll1l & mainlagemenut §KlILL§ 
(ii$$$$ 
Ci) lllespo.nsibiiity 
Are yollll eDngiblle ? 
Yes, if you all"e a Worlk §tud.y oir 
lFirst Priority Studento 
Yes, if you are able to work 
tlnis year and ~ii of next 
school year too (1982-'83t 
Gett a referral card from 1FinaciaB Aid and 
fill out an·application at the Egbert Union 
Office. · 
LAST DAY FOR APPL1ICATI0NS JIS NOV. 6th. 
... ·' Page 10 
* Prinre1t0:n Stops 
Funding .Abortions Continued from page 9 
amounts to "at least 20 times 
the $1 per student abortion 
fee," Pyle says, will go to im-
proving the birth control 
program at the health center as 
well as to reimbursing students 
fior abortion expenses. 
this was a satisfactory 
solution.'' 
Princeton's Pyle asserts his 
university is ready to 
withstand all pressures created 
by its abortion decision . 
Though the school remains 
ready to talk about funding 
mechanisms, it"will in no way 
back off from comprehensive 
care, including pregnancies." 
ALCOHOL 
WARENESS 
Pyle hopes the solution will 
satisfy all parties. "Word 
leaked out on this early, and 
the initial response from the 
Right-to-life people was that 
C +1 I(• &· s Si m, s= 8%fl 5 hiii I Sf 
MADWOMAN-
can,inuedJ,om page 12 
Daniel McDonald as The 
Ragpicker, Michael Blowney 
as Pierre, Susan Walsh as Ir-
ma, Michael Schindler as The 
Deaf Mute, Paul Ellis as The 
Broker, Ron Ostrow as the 
Prospector, LeaAnn Johnson 
as Mme. Constance, Mitch 
Kantor as The President, 
Dana Ferri as MJe. Gabrielle 
and Eileen Valentino as Mme. 
Josephine. 
"The Madwoman of 
DA)= 
IFirndlay, Octo 30 10afil!1l-2IIJ)m 
11.Jnnoim JLobby 
Balloons Broch_urres 
. . 
~amphlets & Mo_re 
,, becuase it deals with the 
universal hope for the future. 
The play is an optimistic look 
at society in that the people of 
Chaillot recognize the 
problems and conflicts around 
them, and through the "Mad-
woman" are able to correct 
them. The situation Chaillot 
finds itself in is easy to identify 
with whether it be 1945 or 
1981. Social change is 
inevitable and social problems 
are unavoidable but this play 
reminds us that as long as they 
are recognized, they can be 
understood and eventually 
changed. 
The 38 member cast was 
directed by Gary Bostwick, an 
associate professor at Ithaca 
College. The cast was Jed ·by 
Martie Narr as The Countess, 
Chaillot" opened Tuesday 
night October 27th and will 
run October 28, 29 and 
November 1st with perfor-
mances beginning at 89: 15 
p.m. and 7:30 p.m. on Sunday 
November I in the Dillingham 
Center. The show is an ex-
cellent display of theatrical 
talent and fast moving enter-
tainment which should not be 
m'issed. 
Sponsored by ABcohol Awareness 
Task Force (AoAo 1r JF o) 
I NYP f R G is now the largest citizen-based ·public ad\'ocac~ I I · ~:::::!:::'.on in lhe slalc. Wilh offices on 17 college I 
ti
' NYJP IlR G is funded and directed by New York College Studen- I 
~ ts, and employs a staff of professional organizers, ~ I lawyers, researchers, scientists, and lobbyists. ; 
I NYJPilRG works on To,ic Dumping; ("onsumer Rip-offs: I I Hl•alth Care Services: \udear PmH·r: ·uil!her I 
!i Education Issues: Covernment & Corporate AlT~>un- ~ I tability: Communit~ Or~anizing: and Much More. I ~ --
I_: r.------- Ii ~ THERE I§ NO NYPIRG AT -I i I ITHACA COLLEGE ! I 
~ Interested students are invited to attend the NYPIRG I 
1
1
~ Fall Conference Oct.JI - Nov. I; SUN\' Bin~hamlon. \'isH ,_ 
~ with NYPIRG students from acros~ the state. Workshops. P1 
~ Speakers. And a Great Halloween Party. ~ I ~--1 (;.,,.,.,.., :Jim Moran, NYPIRG project Coord;nalor I 
I Cortland Office - 753-4815 I j Home -273-692°1 · I 
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STUDENTS & PROFESSION- I/ 
, . I ALS ,. JRKING TO IMPROVE I~ 
THE QUALITY OF <JUR· EN- I. 
VIRONMENT, OUR SOCIETY, Ii 
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··_NYPIRG 
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~TheLIVERr 
TAVERN 
/11•!-(l I> riri k.'4 An yu:lit>rt> 
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· ROUTE 79 EAST 
PHONE 539-7724 
t.Soft Ooth Wash 
2. Turtle Wax 
3. Undercar Rust Inhibitor 
Reg. Package Price $5,99 
Special Price. $4.99 .Justsnyyousnw 
this nd in the.Ithacan and we'll 
give you $1.00 off your winter ~pedal. 
Bruce's Car Wash 
S. Meadow St. 
fal tbe entrance lo Kmatl 
&Yomaha olltba<a IOClltlon) 
Open: 
Tues.-Sat. 
5-1 
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Welcome Parent ' C, 
by Liz Costopoulos 
Ithaca College has done an 
extensive amount of planning 
to make the upcoming 
parent's week-end a success. 
Richard Vogel, Director of 
Alumni Relations, said IC is 
planning to welcome about 
1800 to 2000 parents and guest 
The events planned have been 
designated to aquaint paren-
ts with the faculty members, 
academic and cultural 
programs and the ex-
tracurricular actitivities on 
campus. 
Vogel said a great deal of 
time and expense has been 
taken to ensure for the quality 
of the entertainment and fun-
ctions. 
He stressed the importance 
of parents meeting faculty 
members. For this purpose 
each department will represent 
themselves in an Open House 
Saturday morning. The Open 
Houses will be at various 
locations on campus. They 
will illustrate what each school 
has to offer through a variety 
o'f exhibits, tours, lectures, 
films and demonstrations. 
Parents are encouraged to ask 
questions--and mingle with the 
available representatives, 
., 
guests and faculty members. 
Donuts and coffee will be ser-
. ved and tickets are not needed 
to· attend any of the Open 
House functions. 
Vogel stated that even if 
parents choose not to attend 
any of the week-end activities, 
they should make an effort to 
g9 to one of the Open Houses. 
The parents luncheon is also 
designed to aquaint parents 
with the faculty and ad-
ministration. It will be held at 
the Ben Light Gymnasium on 
Saturday from 11 :00 a.m. to 
I :00 p.m. The "South Hill 
Stampers" Dixieland Band 
will play for enjoyment and 
the President of Ithaca 
College, Dr. James J. Whalen 
wi'Jl make a few brief remarks. 
Tickets are required to attend 
the luncheon. 
Vogel is very positive about 
the week-end. He is par-
ticularly pleased with the 
number of parents and faculty 
who pa.rticipate. He said that 
about half of the parents at-
tend each year and the other 
half are those of· freshmen. 
Looking at the amount of 
parents who go to planned 
weekends at other schools, JC 
has a comparitively higher 
number. 
There is a $ I 2 fee for each 
attending parent and guest. 
This fee covers some of tf,e in-
direct costs to the CoJlege, as 
well as theater tickets, the 
Saturday Luncheon and foot-
ball game, Friday and Satur-
day evening entertainment and 
the Sunday Brunch. 
\ ogel added that this f e1: is 
lower than that of other 
colleges for a parents 
weekend. 
' -· - ~-)\<;;'J;l:""''"' 
, ........ ~ ·~~---··, . 
-~~-··•. ,;"'' 
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/'f...MAD, W(()~· . ~i:,. ' . • . . .. , . ' . . , • • ' • ( "! • ,•, 
• I ,, ' ~ :, • 
··:.:· .... ·. 
by Katie O'Reilly and Karen 
Kasius 
This week the IC Theater 
department is- presenting Jean 
Giraudoux's comedy, "The 
Mad Woman of Chaillot." 
The play, set in Paris in the 
I940's is a comic portrayal of 
a French "Mad.woman" and 
her quest to restore optimism 
to humanity. 
Whille "The Madwoman of 
Chaillot" is a light hearted 
comedy, it focuses on a very 
controv.ersial issue. The 
"Madwoman" recognizes the 
.corruption and insincerity of 
society through her friends, 
the outcasts of the neigh-
borhood. With the help of 
these friends, the Madwoman 
restores order in Chaillot by 
eliminating the forces of evil 
as seen in 01e Presidents, 
Prospector, and Press Agents, 
fbrces representing the 
stereotypical authorities. 
The. setting for Act I is a 
busy sidewalk cafe in Chaillot. 
The audience is immediately 
caught up in a whirl of ac-
tivity, as a juggler performs, a 
wandering musician sings, a 
table ·of seemingly "impor-
tant" men argue, and a variety 
of other activities 
simultaneously take place. 
The constant movement and 
continual chatter is confusing 
until the "Madwoman", ex-
cellently portrayed. by Martie 
Narr, enters the scene and the 
plot of the play is revealed. 
The "Madwoman", who is 
the Countess Aurelia is an ec-
centric elderly woman too 
preoccupied with feeding her 
cats and chatting with passers-
by to notice the current dismal 
' . ,...,,_ .... - . 
state of society: The countess . 
is not mad in a bad way but . 
rather withdrawn from reality. 
Countess Aurelia does not 
realize that people are losing 
their identities and senses of 
value until her neighbors, the 
outcasts of town through the 
Mouth of the Ragpicker, con-
fide in her, and ask for help. 
With this information, the 
countess, who is "touched" 
with deep wi,sdom begins a 
powerful yet comical crusade 
to erase corruption. 
In Act II, the scene moves 
from the street into· the 
basement of the countess' 
home. While in her basement, 
the countess begins her task of 
"saving humanity." Con-
sulting two of her elderly and 
"mad" friends, - Mme. 
Gabrielle, and Mme. Constan-
ce, the audience is entertained 
by a farcical conversation 
·between three aging women. 
With her plan of action 
decided, the countess cleverly 
eliminates the forces of evil 
seen in the prospectors, the 
Press agents, and the 
Presidents. 
Once the evil elements have 
been done away with, the 
countess calls all her friends 
together in a final scene which 
is a celebration in honor of the 
victory of . justice. The 
"Madwoman" has restored 
faith in the people of Chaillot, 
and the play ends on an op-
timistic note. 
One reason "The Mad~ -
woman of Chaillot" has 
remained an international hit 
since its premiere in 1945 is 
continued on f)!lge JO 
.. 
,. 
at the Publ 
FEA TU RING: imported beer 
hot pretzels-top 
Join us in a 
hotdogs 
Pre-HolJoween 
celebrationl I ~~ p-.\S0 
~-.ottne 
9ub: Lunch Specials: 
Hot dog, Chips, Soda ... 99/ WED.: 
TUES.: 13uy a sandwich and get a 
13uya pizza 
and get a½ 
pitch er soda free 
soda for-a penny 
FRI.: Burrito, Soda ... 99# 
THURS.: Hot dog. Chips, 
Ranchero,. Soda ... 99t 
Sodo ... 99¢ 
...... 
IlJftllY JJA<DK IDRA W§ 
§IP ARCE <CJROWil) 
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By Sandy Broverman Playing in Dry Jack thur-
What does it take to get a sday night was Chuck 
name? The music industry is Lamb,on keyboards; Rich 
so competitive, many fine Lamb, on bass; Jon Margolis, 
musicians do not receive the on the drums; and the band's 
credit they deserve. Last newest member, Ted Leward 
Thursday night victims of the · on qui tar. Where as Chuck is 
circumstance performed at the the key songwriter for the 
strand theater. Intercity group, Rich is the spokesman 
recording artists DRY for the band. 
JACK,performed their Dry Jack has been together 
original repertoir.., of jazz for some 8 years, but just 
fusion for an audience of no began to resemble what they 
more than 30-40 people. arc now , about 4 years ago. 
Regardless . of the They have one album out, on 
outregeously low ticket sales the Intercity label, "Whale 
however, Dry Jack proved to City," and are pursuing other 
be yet another-stepping stone labels to record again. The~ 
in one of the finest jazz in- are contemplating adding a 
flows that the Ithaca a1tsa has ,ax-player to their line-up to 
ever experienced. Combining expand their sound and are 
energy with melody, Dry planning another tour out 
~ Jack's sound appears to be a west. 
cross between Pat Metheny Opening up the show for 
and the Dixie Dregs. Yet their Dry Jack Thursday was Out Of 
{ music hold!> a place of its own The Blue, a Syracuse-based, 
.· in the jazz scene which deser- rhythm and blues, swing, and 
ves to be recognized. reggae band. Out of the Blue 
Playing a solid l ½ hour set, is reminiscent of the popular 
repertoire included everything Blues Rangers in the fullness 
from funky tunes like "Sweet of their sound. Playing tunes 
and Sour Pork," to spacy from Benny Goodman, Neil 
songs such as "Strolling on Larson, Paul Butterfield, 
Jupiter." Jimmy Cliff, and the like, the 
Perhaps their hottest piece band blended together, a 
however, was the more recen- pleasing variety of music. Un-
tly composed, "Morse's fortunately however, their 
Code," which seemed to inter- music is meant' for dancing, 
twine jazzy motifs with a and they found it very-difficult 
reoccurring bluegrass-type to arouse 30 seated people in 
theme similar to that in the an empty theater. They'd be 
Jean-Luc Ponty composition 
''New Country,'' continued on page 15 
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By Debbie Green 
The Arcade was surely hop-
ping last Saturday night with 
the return of NRBQto Ithaca. 
The band rccieved a tremen-
dous turnout, and put on a 
show that everyone was dan-
cing to. 
NRBQis classified as a 
rhythm and blues group, with 
a touch of Jazz added by the 
brass section. They played a 
combination of songs from 
their own repetoire along with 
a few Top 40 hits. It did not 
~eem to matter much to the 
crowd what songs they were 
playing the crowd seemed en-
throlled by the live presence of 
the band. People were dancing 
on tables and chairs 
throughout the show, 
who responded en-
thusiastically to the crowds 
admiration. 
These colorful artists by 
name are: Terry Adams, on 
piano, harmonica and vocals; 
Jerry Spampinato, on bass 
and vocals; Al Anderson, lead 
guitar and vocals; Tom Ar-
doline, on drums, and a 
couple of guys who call them-
selves "The Whole Wheat 
Horns," Don A Darns on 
trombone, and Keith Spring 
on saxophone. 
THEITHACAN October 29, 1981 
Cammi \\alien. 
whistling, screaming and clap-
ping for the colorful artists, 
NRBQ had areal successful 
night at the Arcade. If you 
missed the show, don't worry, 
for they will be back in the 
near future, and you can easily 
get a hold of their albums, 
there are .a couple out now, 
and a new one on the way. NRBQ Makes rontact with the crowd 
-WVIC~ On The Up Swing 
By Jimmy Greene 
WVIC, Ithaca College's 
A.M. radio station, is woun-
ding better than ever these 
days. Only two months into 
the school year and the station 
has already had two big 
promotional events. The first 
promotion took place.in Septe 
· rnber at the Egbert Union. 
WVIC broadcasted from the 
buffer lounge and aroused in-
terest in the schools Cardio 
Pulminary Resuscitation 
courses. 
The second and most recent 
promotion was WVIC's Old 
Vienna night at the Cod-
dington Restaurant. WVIC 
entertained IC students last 
Thursday night by giving out 
T-shirts, frisbees, posters, 
' 
and albums. WVIC 
promotion director Jeff 
Greenwald said that both 
events were big successes and 
that more events are already in 
the planning. 
Music DIRECTOR Marc 
Stout has changed much of the 
image of the station by gearing 
the music to the college audie 
nee and by keeping up with the 
1st Prize - $50.00 Gift Certificate 
2nd Prize - $30.00 Gift Certificate 
. ' 
3rd Prize - $20.00 Gift Certificate , 
10 Honorable MC:ntion Prizes Also A. warded 
JTandging: lFriday, October 30 -- 5 to 9PM. 
Winners Announced 9:30 pm. 
Youn need not be present at _awarding to wbn. 
BOOKSTORE OPEN PARENTS WEEKEND: 
FRIDAY, OCT 30 - 9am to 10:00 pm 
Sat & Sun, OCT 31 and 
NOV 1 - 10 am to 3 pm 
changi,1g trends in music. 
The station also has many 
specialty shows geared to cer-
tain music tastes. On Friday 
and Saturday afternoons there 
are two specialty shows, "In 
the Crowd," which is modern 
music and "Twilight," a dan-
ce music show. On Saturday 
morings there· is a broad way 
show and "Recollections II," 
an oldies show. WVIC also 
has a comedy show, an artist 
special, a Top 20 countdown, 
a sports show, a news review, 
and a campus oriented show. 
Station manager Greg 
Scholand feels that this fall is 
the best start for the station in 
its history. "The enthusiasm 
of the staff, including the 
freshmen is why the station is 
doing so well," Scholand said. 
WVIC can be picked up on 
the AM dial at 61, and on the 
American Community Cable 
vision's FM cable at 106. The 
station is a commercial radio 
station, playing from 7 a.m. 
untill a.m. Anyhone in-
terested in working for tt. .~ · 
station is urged to attend the 
weekly meetings Thursday 
nights at 8 p.m. at the Hanna 
Broadcast Center or call the 
station at 274-3255. 
Students : 10% OFF Everything ! 
This Saturday Only ! 
Show us your I.D. Card and you'll save 
10¼-This goes for :SHOES, BOOTS, HAND-
BAGS, SOCS, EVER YTH/NG !Get ready for the 
winter ... We know what you need ... After all we've 
been shoeing students since the 20's. 
*Paul Wilcymski /. C. 1950 
-Timberland 
-Bass 
-Zodiac 
_-Sporto 
.-Frye 
-Rockport 
-Nickels 
-9West 
-Nike 
-Dexter 
*And More! 
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CORNE1LJL H0§1r§ 
RICHARD WILBUR 
By Debbie Green -. 
Last Thursday night, Oc-
tober 22, Cornell University 
had the great pleasure of 
hosting one of America's 
finest contemporary poets. 
Richard Wilbur came from his 
New England home to cap-
tivate an eager audience· with 
his work. The lecture hall in 
the Goldwin-Smith building 
was filled with attentive poetry 
lovers. ·. 
Wilbur opened his reading 
appropriately with a few 
Autumnal poems. He 
proc;eeded with his own tran-
slations of Old English 
writings, including selections 
from Beowulf and The 
Albatross. He seemed totally 
at ease with his speechless 
audience. He added some 
humorous anecdotes between 
poems. and he. took time to 
define words and expressions 
that he was not sur.c the 
great in the Rongo though. 
Playing for Out Of The Blue 
was Skip Murphy--har-
monicas; James Hoare--
saxaphone; Bill Stevens--
ti:umpet; Bruce Tetley--lead 
vocals and guitar; Lee Tif-
fault--lead guitar; Mark Tif-
fault--drums; Al Chapman--
bas_s;. and Dave Liddy--piano 
audience was familiar with. 
Wilbur recited about 20 of 
his own poems, olcf and new 
some very com1cal and some 
serious. Among them were: 
"Orchard Trees In Winter," 
"'Love Calls us to the Things-of 
This W arid," "The Young 
Dead," "Voice From Under 
the Table," "Two Voices In 
the Meadow," "The Writer," 
and "The Juggler." His 
husky voice was music to the 
1:;ars of his listeners, and his 
quick wit kept them from slip-
ping into a potentially deep 
trance in awe of his moving 
poems. 
To say the l~ast, everyone 
enjoyed it. It is quite a thrill to 
have the poems you've seen 
over and over in books ac-
tually read to you by the poet 
himself -- especially by one so 
great and inspiring as Richard 
Wilbur. 
continuedfrom page 13 
and vocals. 
Of course Jack Dejohnette, 
Chick Corea, and Pat 
Metheny arc certianly no easy 
acts to follow. Perhaps if Dry 
Jack's show preceded these 
superb jazz performances, 
they migJ;tt have recieved a, 
larger audience. 
Lick-it is not affiliated with Ithaca College 
6 
'Jif 1{ OlUl JLftJke 
Ollllr 
Hee Cream9 
Y oan 9Illl ILove 
Our BageUs Y 9 9 
?$~~ 
, 
Melted M urnster 
Cheese Bagel 
99¢ 
*Only with this coupon 
Good Thru. Nov.17,1981 
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~ A New Stanley H. Kaplan ij 
~ Educational Center Will Be Opening ij 
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(WELCOME TO MY PLACE} 
• Enjoy a relaxed atmosphere 
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"HAPPY HOUR PRICF.S'' 
Open 7 days a week ; 
Mon.-Sal. 2pm-lam 
Sunday 4pm- lam 
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ARIES (MARCH ·21 · APRIL 
19) • Rest and relaxation are 
due. Give yourself a break. ·.; 
Don't fall into bad habits. ...: 
GEMINI (MAY 21 . - JUNE 
21) - Stay· ~\YaY from that old 
lqver. Look for new options. , 
Be ·aggr~sive. · 
VIRGO (AUGUST- 23 - SEP-
TEMBER 22) - The long wait 
has paid off. You are free-io 
go for that goal. 
CAPRICORN . (DECEMBER · ~ 
22 - JANUARY 10) - Don't ~ 
. get so caught up in useless ef- §. _ 
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Paul, Hilltop, and Steve, 
. 4 days gone ... 11 to go. Steve 
you're I day behind. 
Another Sick Individual 
Hey, Hilliard Twc, I'm gonna Planer 
you! 
Cindy. 
From, 
2IO 
Now we know. that you too. h,n:c the 
capability of hc111g an Ace Do1tecuvc 1 ! 
~ Good joh eavc~droppmg on Suncla) 
morning trip, to the can!! Care tor 
further analy,i,? 
Love, 
Dick Wad 
Yohan. 
Don't worry. your time will come! 
.Ju,t wait two week,. maybe the 
balding man fron, Svracuw will ap-
pear!! 
Lo,c. 
Your Ycnta Roommate 
Allcn11on Chrissv! 
If you wen: born on July 13th. love to 
down hill ,ki. and vacationed thi, past 
,ummer in Wildwood. N . .I .. ,omconc 
you met there i, trying dc,pcratclv to 
contact you. For fll', ··er 11110 .• ,top 
by alumni office 3rc. :oor. ~gb-Hall 
and ,cc Ril:k Vogel 
Shorty, 
Blue Hill in the summer of 1990? 
Elaine, Andrea, Lisa, & Sharon-
Thanx for making my b.d. so 
special. Even though I'm so much 
older than all of you, I love you 101,. 
Deb, 
On October 12, 1981, Delta Phi 
Ze1a, a social ,crvice sorority, par-
ticipated in the Jerry Lewi, Skatc-a-
thon for Muscular Dystrophy. 
Skating during their free lime, the 
,i,tcrs collected S88 for the charitable 
organization. The ,orority would like 
to thank everyone who pledged 
money. 
Rae 
Indoor sport~ may be a ,pccialty bu1 
won't the ice rink be cold? 
Sm 
CW 
Happy Birthday! Let's hear it for 
october, adoptcc's, Sunday night 
therapy, 21, and a pct free apartment. 
Love Tt,ighs 
P.S. Will you admit hemg my 
roommate ye!'? 
RF, 
I, canucky sea~on still open? 
believe the hunt should continue. 
CLR 
A big thank you to everyone who 
made mv b-day such a ,pecial one!' 
You guv, arc the be·\!! 
l love you all. 
K.K. 
De-hor-ah, 
. We 1111>,ed you la,t week, although 
Hud,on St. and the bathtub were glad 
you were gone. Get ready for a wild 
weekend. Think we'll find Mike, 
Chuch & Scott? 
Thi, is you lite - Take 8 
Paula, 
S.iw K.:\111 M. he ,e, Iii! Sorrv I 
h,ncn'1 written. n,e 100111> <,1111 tree 
Huny back 
Kac 
CB. 
Thank, for a wild Sa1t11dav nil!hl. . 
. But nc.,t time lelS leave the dnv~ll! to 
them · 
K-
Q-Jo,eph. 
"Go for II! It'll all t,1!! Ooop, st>riv! 
LO\L' ya. 
.JoL\1111:, 
Than, for the toad! If you think I'm 
keeping 111 that ,age. \crn'1c e1a/\ ! 
l.o,e vou. 
K.K. 
Ann. 
Don't wa,1c mud1 tnm· chhh?? 
\ ou'rl' a good ,port! 
Love. 
Paui 
To 304 Hudson beauties, 
No matter what this year brings, it will 
Dear Phoo-
BOOF! 
Sangria; The Lake; Earth, Wind, and 
Fire; Birthday,; Yaitcha; Oswego; 
Colin Michael. .. Memories keep you 
close 
l.1\. 
I ovc, 
Butch 
Smoke 111ud1'?'? LLl<"<" .1 IL'" 1','! 
I IOI\·, 1he cm,,h'? ll,d ""' h,1, ,· ,1 
,~nod I 1mL·'! 
I o,e. 
Kogl'1 ·, i"11l'nd, 
Michael. 
I love you, 
Short> 
T.C. 
Appetizer, arc great, but even bctt~r 
after 1hc main course. Any tune you 
feel you need a practical demo 111 
Gowmet Cooking, ju,t let me know 
(Another Brunch perhap, ?) 
Love, 
Julia CHild~. Jr. 
Bucco: 
It\ been over a month -ince ,Jur 
,howcr together! What·, thl' ,tory? 
Ju~t say the word! We'll get togc1her -
you, me. & lots of lather. I'll even 
provilie the soap ... 
All my lu,t, 
YourS.P. 
P.S. Don't turn your back on me this 
time! 
From, 
Juice 
be a great one because you housematcs HJ K-
are the best. Thanks for being more To the three J',. 
Than!-, ... tor everything! 
Two down, six to go ... than good friends. I love you all. 
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Cath, 
Happy 21,t. 1 ! ! Now 1ha1 )ou're 
frcctakcadvan1agc&go \\'11 D 1 ! ' I 
promi,c I won't d1St u1 b ~ nu al 2 00 
a.m. 
Rae 
WALD(l, 
I ha,e litilc hca11, 111 ,m <'\c, 1' 1 
Shade, nf \lard1 c;r,1, I'm.no lone~r 
nhsc·,,ed, .11 "a11c1cn1 hi,1orv · 
rt-CR . 
Th1µh,, 
Happy 21,1 11 You were born to be 
"ild!! So you might a, \\ell hvc up to 
,1 tlm weekend. I'll lend you my '>I/lie 
lip, ii you need some help. LOOK out 
lthal.'.a!!! S1n 1\ running rampant! 
Have fun! 
Lip, 
Nancy K., 
Meet me at the Haunt thi, wee~ ·t. 
hut ,1·11ho111 you hoyf, icnd thi, t , · 
We have l,l cclchratc - the price of 
cand~ i, duwn ! 
Sin, 
Love & He1 shey's Ki"c, 
Bill Schwnzc, 
_ Thi, weekend i, a~ good a, any. Sec 
how many goal~ you can rca,h. W,u-
ch out PC, FT, & ... 
Canuc~y 
Nc·c·d someone to tall- to'/ Foi con-
1iden11al help With a personal concern. 
c,dl 272-1616. trained counselor, on 
duty 24 hour, a dav. Suicide P1e1L·n-
tion and Cri,i, Service 
To the Wench next door in rm. 109, 
When you least expect it-Expect it! To mv Victim,-
Happy Hallow~en. A wench 
The apple juice lady (but not a redhead) l·kv Man. 
____ c.;_ ___________________________ Tn II. vou'll l1~c it!! 
Love, 
The Original Wench 
Dear Peaches, 
Jok1: for the Day: 
Q. If you go out on a date after prep-
ping your~clf for the night with a nice, 
juicy peach, what do you get? 
A. Peaches and Cream! 
Lov1:, 
The Fl,,or Comic-Tomatoe~. 
• Sorry that you had to wear all the 
beer, I couldn't drink 
-the Biggest Wasteproduct (Diane) 
Rav-
Than" fan he good time Saturday 
nite! Not anh arc vou a good DJ. but 
you're tcrnfi~ at an org~ ! 
Love ya, 
Your Saturday nitc roommate, 
To my'big guy, 
--------------- How's your foot? I think you need 
Hey you NewMan you: (yeah Dave 
that's you!) 
From graveyards to Boston, 
Quite the adventure this is becoming, 
From Xenon to Scr:rn1ble, 
On V-games I'm bumming. 
"Menty" great times behind us with 
"Enty" number still to come, 
a Prune! Maybe the Budweiser guys 
will bring you one on your birthday. 
Happy Birthday - I Love You. 
-twinkic 
The Green Bean, 
A big mean street machine! Thanks 
to all of my friends for their help. 
TF 
The mod squad lives. Hey captin, 
how about a ladies night real soon? 
Love, 
Julie 
To the Blue Hill Man, 
How about a road trip real sQOn. We 
could stop at every golden arch we sec. 
How about a parking lot rendez-vous. 
Brcndala, 
How sorry I am to have mi,sed your 
visit. I know you arc really ticked off. 
Come back. Give me another chance! 
I'll mal<e it up to you. I'll come to 
New York. But what if I get lost bet-
ween the moon and New York City? I 
know, I am going crazy. Love you, 
Lady Di 
Dear Princess, 
Spread you wings and fly. Mine arc 
,prcad and waiting. Even Lady Di 
can't handle mine. You arc the only 
one. We both miss you and-yours. Be 
prepared for a Marathon. 
T.O.L., Pr!nce Charming 
Robby Baby, 
I am psyched to sec the simulated 
wood grained V cttc cruising the streets 
of Boston!!!!!! 
Love and kis~e~ and hug~. Karrie 
J-9, 
ls it MAGIC or AWARENESS 
That makes this such fun? ROWDINESS continued from page 20 
The week~ continue to pass. Seem~ 
like_ and eternity 'til the big finish 
finally get~ here. The most important 
question still remaills tantamount 
though even after 3 and one-half 
years: When arc we going to get that 
dinner we were promised? Amy Van-
derbilt wouldn't like this. 0.K., O.K., it's corny, but whaddya 
want?? All I can say is: 
Whether fried or scooped or dished 
or cantilevered, I want to share lots 
more ice cream _with you ... 
Love, The one with the bigger 
appetite. 
Dear Wecz, 
Last nights argument wa, a drag! 
But it was our first and I hope our last. 
Soon they'll be finished insulating the 
Apt. and we won't have to get up until 
after 8:00 a.m. Hey hope you psyched 
up about ~ceing Mick and the Stone, 
Thanks to Evette a·nd a large Bank ac-
count. Ycehah!!! Don't trip or treat 
to much thi, weekend. · 
Luvya 
You~ friendly Toaa 
Dear Maaanin, 
l totally miss you. How are you 
anyway'? Are you feelin' 7-up? 
Love, 
Dee dub 
'animals roam free.' Well, 
Cosell is lucky that he's so 
removed because if he ever sat 
in the stands, he'd be mauled. 
His anti-Yankee fan commen-
ts, which are heard in every 
living room across America 
this week, are unfounded 
-misbeliefs that are rooted in 
his Brooklyn born Yankee 
prejudice. 
In· I 976, after 12 years of 
losing baseball, the Dynasty, 
led by Munson,- White and 
Rivers, wa~ revived. This also-= 
ma[ked a ·revival or Yankee 
haters. Why are the yanks 
_hated? ·-ls it_ because- they've 
·woil 22 world championships? 
Is it because they're from the 
most exciting city in the 
world? Or is it because they 
have an aggressive owner who 
'fights' for his team and cor-
ners the. free agent market'? 
Whatever the reasons for their 
hate, we thrive on it. We ex-
pect to win. If we don't win it 
this year, we know that we'll 
be in the series next year. Of 
the 78 World Series played, 
the Yanks have appeared 33 
times. 
I was lucky enough to go to 
the 1st game last week and 
what I saw before the game 
was beautiful, Yankee 
arrogance. "Hey Bob Welch, 
You're a wino" we yelled afte 
reading about his drinking 
problem. Sure we're rude, 
With many thank~ and warm wishes 
for the holiday season, 
Ed 
Dear Dream Analyzer, 
Arc you sure the raccoon means 
what you said it meant? It makes me 
sound so ncrd-ish. 
Dear Mike, 
Love, 
The Dreamer 
A clean break? NO WAY 
SUCKER! You can be mad for as 
long as you wish, but this friendship is 
FOREVER, ...... o.k. ?????? 
Love, The Loyalist Friend there 
ever was 
loud, arrogant, disrespectful, ____________ _ 
but we're also proud of a fifty 
year tradition of winning. 
· Why should we politely clap 
for the other team'? We'r 
Yankee Fans, an elite group 
whose only concern is win 
ning. 
Roommate, 
Have you got the Halloween Spirit! 
27-3-4 is going to have a lot of spirit! 
Happy Haunting! Prepare to wildest 
to the point of no return. 
The other 
-one,, ho know, 
MPD. 
Do ,011 li~c early 1norn111l! \'l'>its?? 
Sometime, the~ can he tun!! Than, 
tor p11tt111~ up w1th "89". 
Lo, c. 
Ann(;_ 
Dea1 Herman Miller. 
Thur,da~ i, app1oaching ,oon. and we 
all ~now" hat that ml'an,! ! Wakinl! 
up a re,, people dressed scantily in -
white. making late-nnc call, 10 di,euss 
swimming po0l,. and bc,t of all.. 
meeting wci, ti peopk in pub, who bu\ 
both ,·ou and you, 1 nommate, 
d1 ink,!! 
-the other '>Ilk of the hall 
To All Our People, 
Hey, where b everybody? We're 
lost between the moon and New York 
City. Haven't you heard of road trip, 
10 the Bronx? Rescue us. 
Love. 
Brenda, Sue, Phyll1>, Pally 
• 
Hey 27-4-8: 
Do your dishes ... or cl,c. 
Love, Judy number I 
To my Lovely, Loveable, London 
Lady, Lisa (BF), 
December 19th i~ just around the cor-
ner, can't wait!!!! If ihc worlds an 
oyster and you arc stew, i·ou know 
you got a hungry fric•nd. I love 
you!!!!! 
WUV and miss ya, 1/41.b. 
P.S. Hold }!our head up high and be 
,trong! !! ! 
Baby Frosty, 
Let's be expccially bewitching thi~ 
week end! Watch out no black cats 
cross your path. 
Diet Pepsi 
-_WICl-'IV 
::_. .'- I ; '~ -~ ~-
. ' 
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Benefit 
Dc~pcrado will do a hcnefil perfor-
mance £or Ille Cayuga Nature Center, 
at the Glenwood Pines from 9-11 pm 
on Sunday, November I, 1981. $1.50 
at the door. 
Politics Course 
ourse Listing Correction 
Media and Politics will b 
ffered on M-W-F at 11 a.m 
for all sections. 
It will not be offered o 
uesdays and Thursdays as i 
·s listed in the course offerin 
ooklet. 
Entertainment 
The Ithaca Balle! will present its fall 
performance on Saturday, November 
7th al 8 pm, at the Strand Theater. 
The program will inclutlc: Premier 
performance of "Piano Divertimen-
to" to music by Mozart. 
Choreography by Christo~her Flory, 
an emerging young choreographer. 
Premier performance to "Vocalise" 
to mu,ic by Ser'geo Rachmaninoff, 
choreographed by Lavinia Reid. Ex-
cerpt, from "Dicks Piece" to music 
by Richard Wenick, choreography by 
Saga Ambegaokar. "Quintet for 
Bras, and Points''... to n.usic by lngolf 
Dahl, choreographed by Lavinia Reid. 
Ticket~ for the performance arc 
available at the Strand Theatre and at 
the Ballet Guild. Adults $6, students 
with l.D. and Senior <;:itizen $4. 
S~·r .. cuw Slage·raises the curtain!on ils 
ninlh season with Harold Pinter's 
most recent ply, "Bctrayal,"opening 
October 30 at 8:30 p.m. at the John D. 
Archbold Theatre. 
"Betrayal" 1s the story of an affair 
told backwards in time from 1981 to 
1972. In the play, Pinter explores the 
many facets of betrayal a, they 
manife,t themselve, in this triangular 
relationship. 
Starring in the Syracu,e Stage 
production arc Lynn Milgrim as the 
unfaithful wife, Emma; Richard 
Greene as her lover, Jerry; and David 
Faulkner a, Emma's husband Robert. 
Sam Gold,man of Liverpool portray, 
rhe waiter. 
Director Terry Schreiber returns to 
Svracu,e Stage after having directed 
_;,1 -~ason,'; production of Ibsen', 
· -~- Doll', Hou,e." He also directed 
"\\'ho', Afraid of, Vrrninia Woolf," 
an offering of the 1979-80 season. 
Scenery and lighting designer for 
the production i, Charles Cosier, and 
the costume designer is David Tmcr. 
Previews for "Betrayal" begin 
Monday, Octol:cr 26. Opening night i, 
October 30, for which performance 
the curtain time has been cha:nged to 
8:30 p.m. The production run5 
through November 22. 
For other curtain times and ticket 
information, call the Syracuse Stage 
box office at 423-3275. 
Johnson Museum 
The Artisan Communily in China: 
Until November 29. Forty Gouaches 
depicting the interiors of Chinese 
shops in 19th century Canton. 
Zarina: October IS-November 29. 
Handmade paper constructions by a 
Cornell University visiting artist. 
Art Department: Faculty · 
Exhibition: Through November I. 
An annual selection of new work by 
Cornell University art faculty--
paintings, drawings, photographs, 
sculpture. .• 
Lessons m Print Collecting: 
Through November 1. An expository 
exhibition covering aspects and 
processes of print collecting. 
Schemes: A Decade of lnslallatlon 
Drawings: Starts November 10. A 
survey of mixed media drawings 
derived from indoor installations 
exhibited during the last ten years. In-
cludes work by Robert Smithson, Vito 
Acconci, and Laurie Anderson. 
Seventeenth Century Italian Prints 
from the Sopher Collection: One 
hundred prints, organized by Claudia 
Lazzaro, History of Art Department. 
From November 4. 
Prints for Purcahse: A sale of prin-
ts chosen by Barbara Blackwell, 
assistant curator of prints. 11/4-
Sam Wiener: Metropolitan Con-
tainer of Art: Sam Wiener and his 
alter ego, Evangeline Tabasco, have 
created a witty and delightful ar-
cheological spoof, the Treasures of the 
Sohites. From November 4. 
Museum Hours: 10 am-5 pm 
Tuesday-Sunday 
Exhibits 
Currenlly on display at the Hinckley 
Musuem: Willow and Wicker; All 
About Basket~. This exhibit, which 
runs through November 14, in-
vestigate how basket, are made 
through a wide .selection of inter-
national ba~kct~. both old and new as 
well as displays on 'f'echniqucs and 
materials. 
The Hinckley Museum.is open, free 
to the public, Tuesday, Thursday and 
Saturday afternoon, 1 :00-4:30 pm, 
and i, located at 410 E. Seneca Street, 
Ithaca, a short w,1lk up the hill from 
the Commons. 
Career Planning 
Represen,atives from Alfred 
University will visit Career Planning 
on Thursday, November 5 to conduct 
11 seminar on College Student 
Development as a cureer. The seminar 
will be held 1:30-2:15 p.m. with time 
for individual appointments from 2:30 
to 5 p.m. Please sign up in advance. 
On Thursday, November 5, Dennis 
Helsey, College Recruiter from the 
Agway Corporation, will conduct a 
special seminar entitled "Careers In 
Management". The workshop will be 
held 11-12 noon. Those who are in-
terested are asked to sign up in advan-
ce at the Career Planning Office, first 
floor Gannett. 
Visiting graduate school recruiters 
this fall include: University of Rich-
mond Law School, Adelphi University 
School of Social Work; University of 
Rochester School of Management, 
and California Wester School of Law. 
Individual appointments are available 
and encouraged. 
A recruiler from the Adelphi Cen-
tral New York Program will visil 
Career Planning on Tuesday, Nov. 3, 
1:00-3:00 p.m. The Adelphi Central 
New York Program offers individuals 
an opportunity to begin their graduate 
education in social work as either a 
full time or part time student. THe 
recruiter will present a general orien-
tation program at I p.m. and be 
available for individual appointments 
afterwards. Please sign up in advance 
at Career Planning. 
All Ithaca College Seniors who wish 
to participate In the on-campus em-
ployment recruiting must attend the 
"Orientation to Recruiting/Inter-
viewing Workshop." This workshop 
is offered several times this semester 
and is considered a pre-rcquisits for 
recruiting. Students will also need 
finai' copies of their resumes available 
when signing up for on-campus inter-
views. 
Need some immediate assistance? 
A quick bit of advice on job hunting, 
major selection, graduate school ap-
plication? Check with Peer Career 
Counselors at the Career Planning Of-
fice. This trained undergraduate can 
be your key to finding the right 
resource at Career Planning. They arc· 
available Mondays, IO am"5 pm, 
Tuesday, 10 am-5 pm, Thursday, 11 
am-5 pm, and Fridays, 10 am-2 pm. 
Students and their visiting parents 
are welcome to visit Career Planning 
during Parent's Weekend, 1981. Our 
office will be open Saturday, October 
31, 9:30-11:00am. Join us. 
Starting October 28 the Wednesday 
Resume Critique Clinic will move to a 
new time 6:00-8:00 pm.Students can 
drop in during this time for a quick · 
review of resumes, cover letters and 
essays. Also the Career Library is 
open during this new time. 
National Medical Fellowshios. · Inc. 
. . 
announces their 1981-82 fellow~hip 
program. NMF awards scholarships 
to minority men and women who have 
been accepted to or arc attending 
AAMC accredited schools of all 
opathic medicine or college~ of 
o,teopathic medicine. For more in-
formation contact: NMF, Inc., 250 
West 5th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10019 
(212)246-4293. 
Each year lhe Upstate New York 
Chapters of the Black American Law 
Students Association sponsor an Up-
state New York Law Day for all the 
undergraduates in the central and 
western New York area. This year 
Law Day will be on Saturday, October 
31, from 10:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. al 
the Cornell Law · School, Myron 
Taylor Hall. Workshops will cover 
such areas as admissions, _LSA T 
preparation, financial aid, and pre-
law planning. Law school recruiters 
will also be on hand. This· event is 
open to all interested students. 
"The Black Collegian", a national 
magazine qf Black College students, 
has arrived and is available free at 
Career Planning. This latest issue 
deals with career in computer science, 
plus health careers, and graduate 
school. Pick up your copy soon. 
Explore a Career in Advertising and 
Communications; meet lhe 
professionals, ask questions and in-
vestigate career options at the 25th 
Annual College a\reer Conference for 
men and women. Sponsored by Ad-
vertising Women of New York Foun-
dation, this conference will be held 
Sat., Nov. 14, 1981, 8:00 am-5:00 pm 
at Pace University, Park Row, Lower 
Manhatten. Registration fee of $12 is 
required in advance. Send to: Adver-
tising Women of N. Y. Foundation, 
Inc., 153 East 57th St., N.Y., N.Y. 
10022 
Upcoming wol'kshops include: 
"Adelphi Central New York 
Program", Tuesday, November 3, 
I :00-3:00 pm, TBA; "Agway-Career 
in Management", Thursday, Novem-
ber 5, 11 :00-12:00 pm; "Creating a 
Credential File", Monday, November 
9, 2: 15-3:00 p.m., G114; "Creative 
Job Search Strategies", Monday, 
November 9, 1:00-2:00 _p.m., GIi I; 
and "Orientation to Recruiting/Inter-
viewing", Wednes~ay, November 18, 
2:00-3:00 p.m., GI 15. Please sign up 
in advance for all workshops. 
Recycling Drive 
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SAVE MONEY 1111111 TAKE-OUT. FOOD 
FROM OUR .. :DELI and: BAKERY .DEPTal 
* OVERSIZE: SANDW.ICHES 
*SUPER SUBS 
* PIZZA BEER SODA 
* READY TO EAT MACARON~ SALA·D 
*COOKIES, ROLLS & BREAD· 
Art 
Zarina. October 15-l'limemhcr ·2'J. 
, 1981An e,hihition ol i:a,1 paper obrc, 
ts h~ Zarina will opl'n al the Fkrhu 
F. Johmon Museum of Art. Corn,!. 
Univcr,i1,. 011 Oi:lobcr 15 and l'"" 
1111ul' 1hwugh Nn1..:111her 29_ A c·<>: 
temporary pr111tmahc1. papcrrnah,, 
and 1cai:hl'r at'thc New Ycirh Fe111i111,· .·, 
Art h1,1i1u1c. 7..arina ca,1, rnuhtpk 
p,ll!erned relief'> ,anirated with d..:11-. 
earthy color. Ry ,oahing i:ollon 1"'": 
pulping it. and pouring the mrxtur<.: 11· 
10 prepared mold,. ,he produu. . 
gl'n111e1rit; f11rm, penetrated by ,uh•i .. _.', 
1c,ntral variatiom inherent 111 11·. ·. 
material.· 
Born and clllll:ated 111 India. I.am,. 
continued her art i,ui: tr.iininl! , 
numerou, worh,hop, in Europ~- a11, 
A,ia. She ,tudil·r.l pri11tmah1ng 1111!1 
Stanlev \V. Havtcr al A1dier 17 rr 
Pam. and pap~rmah111g in N<.:'.'' Dl'lhl 
and Japan. S1n<.:c 1968. 7..arina h.,
1 had numcrow, i11diV1dualo exhibit,.,,. 1 . 
in India. Europe. and thl' l1111• .. l 
Staie, and ha, dcnwn,trat<.:d hv'l 
1ci:h11iquc, to many unhcr,itv g111up, 
Her worh i, rcj'tl''>c111ed in '"·i 
Nat innal Galkr ,. nr \lode, n Ar 1. N,···i 
Dl'lhi: ti'tc: l\hN'lllll nr Mnde111 \, I 
N..:11 Yrnh: lhc· fr:,a11 l·o1111da111•1 
Toh\!1: and 01h,·1 i111por1art1 pub! 
and pr" ale ,·nlk,·11<111,. 
/a1ina will he the· µue,1 ol !he· (.',111·. 
U111\1"r,i11 Depallmc·nt ,,1 >\rr 1,,,,
1 Oc·1ohe1 28 lhlllll!,!h 30. 
Cornell Theatre 
Brendan Behan·, sas,~. e,uher:1111 en, 
terrlainment, THE HOSTAGE.i, 
Theatre Cornell's fir,1 Second S1:1~c 
pla~ of the ·~ea~on.111 Ka11J'11f,111: 
Audrtorium. it open, Oi:toher 22-~•. 
29-31 and No,cmbcr 5-7 at 8:15. ,1,;1\1 . 
a ma1in:e on Sunday. ~01emher I.,, . 
,:30. T1d,ct, arc a, ailabk al I It,· 
Theatre Cornell Bo, Olf1i:e. hlll,.I 0 
floor or Willard Str.iigh1 Hall. 1-6:1111 .: 
Mondav~Fridav. 'Call 256-5165. : 
T.hc _l~c~h', had boy of Ireland d11111 .i-_: 
h1, lilenmc who wa, often e·n111pa1. 1 -, 
10 '.\larh Twarn at h1, b1ti11µ h,•, .; 
Bcilan i:oni:oc·ted an en1c·r1a1r11nc·111 ,,
1 
THE HOSTAG[ that fit, 111111c nl •I I 
,1,1ndard i:ategork,. It i,. 1'i1,1h. · 
,~riou, dr,1111a abn111 a ~n11ng B, t1 1· 1 ·. 
,oldrcr i:ap1 urcd h~ I he· IR,._, and It,' ·. 
ho,tal!c for an IRA 111c111he1 due in I 
exci:u~cd. It re al,o a 11111,irnl i:n111.,, 
with ,onf!, and dane·c, and a ral 1,,1 
unruly g;nup nl 11ild i:harai:te·r, "' 
Ii,e in !he Dublin b,11,dy hn11,c "I:,· 
the soldier" hl'ld. Cl]l)scn lw lklw,, 
ex pre" hi, a"aul! on It1·pll,·1 i" ,' 
pica for ~anily in thi: ,,ntld. 1111, ,, '· 
madtk,1 i:rcw i:11:r i1"c111hkd 111 a"· 
lr1',hn1tlll 1 \ 1mal.!.ini.\llllll! I ,l hlf" 11 ,1 
it 1, a tender l~11c ,101\ hc11"·c·11 '' 
~oldicr1.111d t hi: nrphan,·d Ir i,lt m,11.', 
the hou,.:. 
.; 
-~ 
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Saturdays Til Midnight - Sundays 8 am - 6 pm 
FOOD STORES 7 42 s. Meadow 1St., Ithaca· 
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Business 
'.fhe School of Business whicltes to in-
vite. 1111 interested lth11c11 College 
students, faculty and staff to 
Executive-in-Residence. The program 
will be held Tuesday, November 10 
and Wenesday rhc I I rh. This 
semes1ers program focuses on 
"Women in Middle Managell]cnl "and 
fcalures Mrs. Dawn Cro;s, former 
Organizalional Dcvclopmenr con-
sultanl wirh General Molors and Ms. 
Sarah Melzger former Markc1ing 
manager wi1h Tompkins County Tru,1 
Company. The sessions and ropics arc 
lis1ed below: 
Tuesday, Novemberr IO al 
11 :OO_"lnterviewing: s1ra1cgic, and 
Tips" 
Tuesday, November 10 al 2:00 
"Menloring. Role Modelig:Anece,,ity \ 
for Success" 
Tuesday, November IO al 7:30 p.m. 
General Open Session 
Wednesday. November 11 al 8:00 
a.m. "Career Goals. Path, and Per-
,pcctives" 
Wednesday, November I I at 2:00 
p.m. "Busine,s, Social. Per,onal : Af-
fects on 1he Family•• 
The lth11c11 College School of Business 
in accepting 11pplic11tions for transfer. 
Frosh may not apply until their second 
scmeslcr. While each case is con-
sidered on an individual basis, ap-
plicants who have: I) a cumula1ive 
average of 2.5 or above, and 2) have 
completed math courses (13:)05, 108), 
economics courses (06-121,122) a 
wriling course (77- ), natural or ap-
plied science course(s) will receive the 
strongest consideration. Applications 
arc available in the School of Business 
office on the 14th floor of the West 
Tower. Deadline for completed lran-
;fcr applications is November 3, 1981. 
Attention: School of Business Juniors 
and Seniors. Nominees ·ror Who's 
who in American Colleges and 
Universities ure being sought by the 
School of Bu~iness. Busines, S1udcnr, 
who have a nimimum 3.0 cumula1ive 
G.P.A. and who have made an ou1-
,1anding con1ribution to 1he Schoolo 
and/or 1he College communi1y arc 
urged to apply. Tran,fer ~tudenr, 
mu,t have completed at lea,1 lwo 
scme,1cr, at llhaca College. Ap-
plication, arc available from Mr,. 
Foros in I he School of Bu,inc,s on I he 
141h floor of the We~I Tower and 
mu,r by rel urned by October 30. 
Document arr_ 
"To l.o,·e, Honor and Ohe," a 55 
minull' color documcntar)· ~houl h111-
lcred w·omcn will be ,hown al GIA(' 
on Mond11y, October 26 nt 8:00 p.111. 
The film contain, inlcrview, wi1h 
,tidier admini,trator,, coumdor,. 
mcn,in rnumdinc, and ballcrcd 
worn.en. incluu111g Bernadette Powell. 
There i, no admi,,ion charge. Spon-
'>Orcd by the Bernadctlc Powell Defcn-
'>c Fund. 
CPR Courses 
CPR Courses are again being of-
fered on the following dates. If you 
are interested, please sign up at 1he 
Health Center Main Desk or phone 
Cheryl Miller at 274-3177. 
Session I Oct. 22, 27, 29, Nov. 3, 10, 
1981 5:15-7:45 pm 
Session II Oct. 29, Nov. 5, 12, 19, 
Dec.3, 10, 19812-4pm 
Session Ill Nov. 2, 9, 16, 23, 30, Dec. 
7, 1981 S:15-7:15 pm 
Session IV Nov. 4, 11, 18. Dec. 2, 9, 
1981 7-9:30 pm 
Session V Nov. 5, 12, 19, _Dec. 3, 10, 
1981 7-9:30pm 
Seniors 
Reminder to Seniors 
If you have not slopped by the 
Registrar's Office to file· for 
graduation for December 1981 or May 
,1982, please do so as soon as possible. 
0
lf you do not file for graduation· you 
arc taking a chance that a diploma will 
not be orde!ed for you. Speak to 
either Chris Knaue_r or Dave-Bennelt. 
Photography 
Award-winning pholojournalists 
Mork and ooi .. ·Jury will open an 
exhibit of their~ works in the Ithaca 
College Handwerker Gallery on Thur-
sday, Oct.I. The exhibit wil! run 
through Nov. 13. 
The bro1hers arc besl known for' 
their· book Gramp which chronicles 
their grandfather's three-year struggle· 
wilh senility and his dcalh al home. 
The book received wide acclaim, in-
cluding the World Undcrslanding 
Award and lhc ALA Notable Book 
Award. 
Excerpts form· Gramp have ap-
peared in magazines, ne" spa per,, and 
textbooks around the world and has 
been the subject of disq1,sions on 
"The Phil Donahue Show," "Good 
Morning America" and several PBS 
Presenlations. , 
Mark Jury's other pholojournalistic 
books include The. Vie1nam Photo 
Book, considcr~d a cla,sic in i1s field 
and Playlime, a ,ix-year documcn-
talion of lci,urcin America. 
The J urys have worked for various 
magazines incli:rditig-· Look, Parade, 
Tr New York Times Magazine and 
Nat.onal Get 0 .-aphic. In addilion, 
they have cxt.i~ 11ed their pho1ographs 
in galleries and universilies around the 
w0rld, including the inlernational 
C•:ntcr ror Photography and the Soho 
Pholo Gallery 1n New York Cily. 
The Gallery is located on. the 
ground flPor of the Caroline Werner 
Gannell Ccnler on 1he Ithaca College 
campus. 11 is open from 7:45 am to 
midnighl. Mondiiy-Thur,day an'd 
from 7:45am to 5 pm on Friday. The 
Gallery i, clo,cd on wed.end,. 
Seminar 
Walter ,Coblenz, producer of films 
such 11s "All The President's Men," 
"The C11ndid11te" and "The Onion 
Field," will conduct Ithaca College's 
first Cerncche Professional in 
Residence Seminar Oct. 29-30. 
Coblenz, who is currently 
developing a number of 1heatrical 
films through his own company, 
Bellisle Productions, will work with 
College students and facully in a series 
of intensive seminar, relating to film 
production. 
The Professional in Residence 
Program is named in honor of Ithacan 
Anthony Ceracche, a local 
businessman and benefactor of the 
College. 
THE ITHACAN 
While an undergraduate at the 
University of Houston where he 
received a Bachelor of Science degree, 
Coblenz worked for stalion KPRC-
TV. Starting out as a camera 
operator, Coblenz soon became in-
volved in all areas of television 
production. · 
After graduation, he was inducted 
into lhc Air Force where he pul his 
television experience to use by direc-
ting training and promotional films. 
Back in civilian life, he produced 
and directed for the Crosley Broad-
:asting Station (WLWD in Dayton, 
OH)_before mewing lo WHAS-TV in 
Louisville, KY, where he produced 
and directed news, sports, mu5ic, 
documentaries and dramatic 
programs. 
He lhen spent a number of years 
working a5 a s1age manager and 
associate director with the NBC and 
ABC television networks. He was 
associated with numberou5 programs 
including "The Steve Allen Show," 
"The Ernie Kovacs Show," 
"Hollywood Palace," Bob Hope 
sp·ecials along with spons and new, 
coverage, game shows and drama1ic 
programs. 
In 11966 he became an a5sistant 
director at MGM Studios, working on 
both fea1ure films and television 
programs including "The Man From 
UNCLE" and "Daktari." 
In 1968 he went to Europe as an 
assistant producer on 1he Paramount 
picture "Downhill Racer," but prior 
to the start of production he was a5ked 
to take over the posl of produc1ion 
manager. 
Coblenz became a producer through 
his association with director Michael 
Ritchie and Robert Redford with 
whom he worked on "Downhill 
Racer." His first feature producing 
credit was Warner Brothers' "The 
Candidate," starrinii Redford, Peter 
Boyle and Melvyn Douglas. 
Next came Warner Brothers "All 
The President's Men," starring Red-
ford, Du,tin Hoffman and Jason 
Robards. "All The Presidents Men" 
wa5 nominated for eight Academy 
Awards including Besl Picture. 
Coblenz then produced Joseph Wam-
baugh 's "The Onign Field" and "The 
Legend of the Lone 'Ranger." 
Coblcnz has also produced for 
television, including NBC's "The Blue 
Knight," ll)e first of what is now 
known as the mini-5erie~. For thal ef-
fort he received an Emmy nomination 
from the Academy of Television Arts 
and Sciences. 
Theatre/FIims 
IC Theatre 
One of lhe most controversial plays of 
the 11151 several decades, Jeon 
Giraudoux's . comedy "The Mad-
woman of Challlol," Is the nexl 
present11tlon : in Ithaca College 
Theatre's · 1981-82 se115on.An inter-
national hit since its highly successful 
· premieres in both Paris and New 
York, the play will run Oct. 27, 28, 29, 
and Nov. I with performances begin-
ning at 8: 15 p.m. (7:30 p.m. on Sun-
day, Nov.I) in the Dillingham Center 
for the pcrforrr·ng Arts. Ticket, 
($3.50 general admission, $2 senior 
c1uzens and non-Ithaca College 
students, $ 1.50 Ithaca students and 
staff) go on sale Oct. 21 in the 
Dillingham Box Office. 
Ever since its 1945 premiere in 
Paris, "The Madwoman of Chaillot" 
ha~ been touching off heated 
discussions, but always creating a sen-
sation. Editorial as well as drama 
columns reflected the general en-
thusiasm that greeted the play's debu1, 
when it was seen as a re-birlh of Fren-
ch letters, a glow of past glories and a 
message of hope for the future. 
However, !here was a minorily who 
failed to understand what all the 
:shouting was about and was quite 
irrita1cd. But raging debates only ser-
ved to wet interest in "The Mad-
woman" and the play run at the 
Theatre L' Athenee for 13 month~ lo 
capacity audiences. 
After it was adapted into English by 
Maurice Valency and presented in 
New York in 1948, a similar reception 
met this comic fantasy. Eight of the I I 
major critics wrote their enthusiastice 
praise after the Broadway opening. 
The remaining three wrote vehement 
dissents. Thereupon, the eight 
favorable critiques wrote subsequent 
columns supporting their original 
positions. This provoked the dissen-
ters into returning the attacks with 
arguments reinforcing !.l1eir positions. 
F,estival 
.......... 
The Brooktondale Apple Feslivul 
will be on Saturday, October 24 from 
11 :00 to 4:00 in the Community Cen-
ter in Brooktondale, located off Route 
79, southeast of Ithaca. This is a 
country fair featuring fresh baked ap-
ple pies, cider, houseplants, while 
elephants and the raffle of the 
Brooktondale quilt. Congressman 
Matt McHugh and Gary Lee are 
coming in from Washington to join 
local judges of _pie baking contest. 
Mini-auction is at 2:00, quilt raffles at 
4:00. 
October 30 
Master Claa9 with Jan 
Der..:iet~ Gilbert 
Kali,h, II a~ - 1 pm (F) 
October 27 ~ 29 
NoveQbcr l 
The lladwomnn of Chaillot, 
Hai~c:-8: 15 pa. 
October 30 
Recruit.ins,. Touche Rooe; 
sign up at ~ Pla.n-
ning1 Gao.nett. 
C.Onc~rt Season: Jan 
DeGalrtani, soprano, and 
Cilbc1·· v .. ~ n'-,, piano, 
8:,i5 I 
31 
Jazz f:nscmblc 6 Jnzzrock 
Ensenblc, 8:t5 ~
Novetiber l 
Adm too ion ch.u.rged. 
October 30 & 31 
S. A. B. Dinner Thea tee, 
TTouble in Tahiti, 
~ndB~er 
Lounge 1 7 p:::i. A.dm1G-
sion charged. 
Nova:!:l.bcr 3 
Puget ~ Lav §_£h£2!, 
9 &::1; sign up at Career 
Planning, Co.nnett. 
Adelphi ~ NY 
Progr.o:i, 1 pm; sign up 
at Career Planning. 
November 2 
Yo a~. Muller Chapel, 
8 pm 
ASPA, 
Novcl:lber 3 
UCF Lutheran Student 
Fel~ JobRDoCl, 
Union, 6 pm 
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Speakers 
Three le11ding feminist writers will 
headline lth11c11 College's 1981-82 
Morxist-}'eminist Speakers Series. 
The Series will begin on November 5 
at 8 p.m. in Textor IOI when Blanche 
Cook ,peak, on "Feminism, 
Sociali,m and Sexual Freedom." 
Cook, an associate professor of 
his1ory at John Jay college of 
Criminal Justice has wriucn num-
bcrous articles on feminist issues. 
On January 27, Cherrie Moraga will 
d,~cu~s "If I Hadn'I Come Out, 1 
Wouldn't Have Come Back: Lesbian 
Fcmini~m and Third Wo,ld Cultural 
Identity." Iyloraga is 1:ditor of A 
Bridge Called My Back, a, ollcction of 
third world woricn's writin!,''> on 
r~mini'>m. 
The final speaker, Temma Kr i•)n, 
an a,sociatc profc,,or of history at the 
Unhcrsi1y of California at Los 
Angele,, will speak about "Popular 
Culture, Class and Gender in Early 
201h Century Spain and Italy" on 
March 24. Kaplan ha5 written cxtcn-
,ivcly on the relalionship between 
anarchi,m and feminism. 
All lectures arc free and open to the 
public. 
Dr. Alnstoir C. Saunders, Mellon 
Post-doclornl Fellow in History at 
Cornell lhis year, a professor from 
Great Britain, will give II lecture on 
"Comparative Systems In Slavery: 
The Iberian Peninsula and the New 
World." This lecture is offered by the 
,!~r,artmenl of Foreign Lapguages, 
,1:id co-5ponsored by the departments 
0f Sociology, Anlhropology, and 
llistory. I! will take place on Wed-
nc,day, November 4, at 5:30 p.m. in 
the Science Building, S-1 IO. OPEN 
TO THE PUBLIC. 
Nic11ragu11n Ambassador Visirs Cor-
nell on October 29, 1981 Arluro Cruz, 
Nicaragua's Ambassador to the 
Uni1cd States, will v1s11 Cornell 
University on Thursday, October 29. 
Ambassador Cruz will meet with 
faculty and student; mformally and 
also meet a seminar. 
At I :45 p.m., he will hold a press 
conference for approximately one-half 
hour. The press conference will take 
place in McGraw Hall 365. (This room 
is the History Department's Library 
on the south side of McGraw Hall's 
third floor.) 
Etcetera 
October 30 
Lant~~~ 
~/lill for 
Block 11 courncs 
Parente Weekend --
See scp~ 
schedule. 
Den era.do in 
Parents Weekend --
Sec sep~ 
ochedulc. 
IC Today, ..icadc::::itc 
arcao, 9: 30 am 
Choir ~ String Orchestra, 
3 pm (F) 
S,A,B, File, -- The 
Changeling, Textor 102 , ... 
7 & 9: 30 p::,. Admiooion 
charged. 
November 4 
Recruiting. Arthur Young; 
aign up at Career Pl.4n-
n1ng, Gannett. 
rketin Club, Croooroa.do 
Union, 7 ~ November 3 Activitiec Fair, 
Ben Light Cy,:,, 
11:30 ar.i 
~~e~ 
FAculty Recital, §_. 
• Swcn!jon, 8: 15 p:::i (F) 
Novccber 4 
Phi !:!;!. Alpha SinfoniD 
Fall Recital, 8: 15 pa 
(F) 
November 5 
Joint Rc.citnl, .!!• Berky 
&£, ~. 9 pm (N) 
Novca:ber 6 & 7 
~ .Q.2.!!!! ~ Night, 
Croosroads 6 Buffer 
Lounge. Union, 6 p~ to 
Midnight. 
November 1 
s.A.B. Dinner Th.eater, 
~ in TClhiti, 
Croosroado & Buffer 
Lounge 1 1 pm. Adc1o-
aion charged. 
S.A,B, Film - Deliver-
~. Textor 102, 8 po. 
Adoiaoion charged. 
November 6 
S,A,B, oilm - Urban 
Cowboy, Textor !OZ, 
7 & 9:30 pm. Adlua-
oion charged. 
liavember S 
Recruiting, Univereity 
of Rochester Gradw,,te. 
School .2!_ Man~ 
sign up at Career Plan-
ning, Gannett. 
~ ~ in Manage-
ment, 11 am; 1111gn up at 
Career Planning, 
College ~ Dcvelop--
ment ao n career, 1:30, 
Career Planning, 
Peminf.am, Social in::, and 
~Freedom, v1tb 
iiia'iiciio Cook; llarxiat-
Feaf.niat Seriea, 
Tator 101, 8 pm 
list.a Tutoring ProgE"m:i, 
7 pm, Gannett 107/8 
Student Co'\l'ernmc.nt, Union 
Dining 11411, 8 pm 
S.A.B, ~-Univcroity 
!2s!_ Clnso, Friends 11411 
308, 8:30 pc 
Novcitber 4 
~. Gannett 114, 6 pm 
Oracle Society Induction, 
Muller Chapel, 8 pm 
olle hall, vo. Brockport, 
6 pm (A) 
School of Cocmuni-
catlonD Banquet, 
8 pm, by reserva-
tion only 
Nove::ibcr 5 Dance. with "Thl· 
Field Hockey, ot EAIAll Nick Stcrio Or-
olle ball, vo. Un1vers1 ty chest ra., Ben Light 
of Rocheotcr/Na:oreth, Cyc,, 9:30 pm 
6 pc (HJ No"vcr.ibcr 6 
November 6 
omen's Svin::1ing,-at 
NYS Relayo 
Field Hoclr.ey, at EAIAll 
- Volle ball, at Syracuoc 
Invitational 
cocpiled by the 
Office of Ca:npuo 
Activities - c,lz 
Photo~o~tcsl 
Exhibit. cr;;;=--
roads, 10 - 2 
S, ~ Crossro,1d•., 
1
'!!:!£ into ili 
60 1 9," Union D1n1t1~· 
Hall, 9 pci. Adinto-
aion charged. 
Senior Class 200 
~ Par~ --
Nover.i.ber 2-13 
Pho~~ 
exhibit, 1hl~~cr-
kcrGa1h. ry, c .. m-
11cc t. weekdays 
BAP1'Y nummAY DR, SIIA!lON 
I -,. 
I -.. 
\, , . 
f .-· 
e11.r,!!!=!:!::!!!::::!!::::!!!'!:::it!:~~~~~~~~~!!!:::!!!!:::::!!:::~~======a-• ! Yearbook , f 
! Happening, ! 
~ . 
~ ~ 
'* ,~§enioll"s· who have wot signed-unp _for ; 
their portrait please do so before Fridaw 2ft 
Oct.30th. aa the Hnformatiorm Desk hn .. : 
the Uniono ~ 
~11==::::::::::~~:::::=::===================================ll i 
The Senior Portraits will be shot in the ~ 
JewBry Room in the basement of lLan- : 
don Hall. Please have your $3.00 sitting _ lft 
fee on hand, and please be properly lfo 
dressed, groomed & prompt foir younr t 
appointment. : 
1981 Vearboo swill be @llll saBe ctt. ~ 
31st. firm Bern Light Gymnumasiunmm mJill(llf : 
Nov .2, 3, & 4 in the Union. ~ 
~~===::::::::::::::==:::======================l 23-ILastly, we are seeking all those who are ~ 
interested in working on the ] 982 Vear.. t 
book Staff. There wilH be a meeting ~ 
Nov .1st. in Job Room in the Union at i 
7:00 JP> .M. Join Us ~ ~ 
..l,jf=======================:::I * 
*For more information call : 277-0128_ ~ 
t;:::;a=;;;:~=;:;::====,:=::=:;:::;:::::::;:;::::::;:=-:==e=;:=;::;:::::;====e=;:=========::::=;:'.!~ 
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Emerson Boocer, Don 
Maynard and Weeb Ewbank 
emortalized for us. 
Sincerely frustrated, 
Jamie Alexander 
ACmzy~m 
( 
O~tober 29, 1931 
typical example -- 2 teams 5-3, 
2 others· 4-4 - its anyones 
division. 14 of the Leagues 28 
teams have records of either 5-
3 or 4-4. Things are incredibly-
equal. · But don't get me 
wrong, its not a bad thing. It's 
great for the Commissioners 
of the NFL Pete Roselle. 
It's great for the hometown 
fans. 
To the Editor: It's great for the electronic 
It's the kind of seasen where . media. 
a 500 club could make the - It's great for. the spor-
playoffs. tswriters across the nation;--
lt's the kind of season that's But most of all it's great for 
driving bettors and gamblers football. 
absolutely nuts. The people betting hurt by 
H's the kinda season where this phenomenom are the 
any team can beat any team on millions o'r bettors across the 
any given day. nation who spend hours and 
What's a sport fan to do? hours in front of their stat 
Who could explain an inept sheets and injury reports and 
Chicago Bear team beating a still come up empty handed. 
powerhouse club in San Diego No longer is their such 
when only one week earlier things as a mismatch a safe bet 
that same Bear club was or an easy win. 
trounced by a weak Detroit It's been that kind of 
Lion team. season_ --
Who could explain the _ S,teven Beck 
defending Super Bowl Cham-
ps being shut out 'three con-
secutive weeks. , 
Who could explain the suc-
cess of the San Francisco 49ers 
and Kansas City Chiefs, two 
teams who have been ineffec-
tive in recent years. 
And whc, could explain the 
Giants record of 5-3; a playoff 
birth seems a reality for the 
first itme in ages. 
There is a concept called 
"Parity", which seems to be 
ta~ing its toll in the National 
Football League. It is the idea 
that things seem to even them-
selves out, in our case, its team 
As I watch the 1981 World 
Series, I am constantly remin-
ded by Howard (hello again 
everyone) Cosell that Yankee 
fans are too boisterous and 
exhuberent for the game of 
baseball. Cosell insists that 
Yankee fans should model 
themselves after the sheeplike 
Dodger fans. To Cosell and 
his colleagues, Yankee 
Stadium is part of the Bronx 
Zoo and th~y are lucky to be 
able to sit in a cage while the 
~----_--...,_._--_ ...... -......... -_~-.. ""'..-a~-• .z...-_"-.~,._•-'.L..m-'•'-;.-'.~....i-c_•...ll•~..:i:•~-=--:.~-:,..%_--.:--i.-.:L....:!:..~~~~-~-...J records. The AFC Central is a 
!nformation Concerning 
first Trimester Abortions 
ConfldeotlolCounseling 
OFFl(:EOF 
llli SALOMON EPSTEIN, M.D. Wilm\ Itr mru KrlOCO 
Binghamton Plaza 772-875i 
Just a Bittle reminder 9 
, my darBinks ! 
Make nuo plla111s 
fo.r time hou.nrs 
after darkness 
tonight--
draw for 
your dliscounut 
at 
lllANIIF 
The Book Shop of Collegetown 
403 College Ave. 
272-7111 
USED RECORD 
SA,. L' E. s. i -. -~ 
A1f 1fHE BOOKSTORE 
. W erlt 9 ':f h urs o 9 JFrft o 
Octt<0>ber 289299 & 30 
*IloCo BOOKSTORE OPEN 
9:00 AoMo .,. 7.:00P eMo 
-MONDAY - FRJDAY 
October 29. 1981 
she wished to try the marathon 
and to her suprise Diane had 
also dreamt, about running the 
"Mystery Race". Diane felt, 
"It would be fun," so the girls 
entered the marathon two 
weeks before the day of the 
race with the goal of finishing. 
The girls were faced with the 
problem of training. There 
were only two weeks to train 
: for the marathon and one of 
the two weeks was midterm 
week. (Being physical therapy 
majors didn't help at all). 
Subsequently, the girls were 
unable to train together 
because they could only run 
when they could find time in 
their busy schedules. Diane 
and Dori still found the time 
to run 15 miles 3 days of the 
first week while running 8 to 
IO miles the other 4 days. 
During midterm week the 
training became minimal and 
Dori was able to get in only 
one good run the' hole week. 
Diane also had problems fin-
ding free time and didn't run 
much more. The girls were 
still determined to run the 
marathon, "We were so 
psyched nothing was going to 
get in our way.'' 
Finally the day came, Sun-
day Oct. 18. The girls began 
the day by walking downtown 
to get a really good breakfast 
loaded with carbohydrates, 
(energy food) in their system. 
The girls had been -••carbo 
loading" all week so they 
could be sure they would have 
that extra spark durmg tne 
race when they !'llOSt needed it. 
The- girls arrived at the race . 
course about an hour before 
the race was to begin. They 
met various people as all the 
runners sat around stretching 
and drinking Gatorade trying 
to stay loose during the tense 
moments leading up to the 
race. 
The "longest hour" passed 
and it was finally 12:30. The 
afternoon was almost perfect 
for running; cloudy and about 
50 degrees. All 124 runners 
lined up for, perha;,s, the most 
mysterious event the world has 
ever known. 
Dori and Diane lined up 
well back in the pack, leaving 
the front positions for the 
more experienced runners. 
Once on line the girls ex-
perienced "pre-race jitters" 
and began to doubt them-
selves,. 
"Bang!", the starters gun 
went off and the girls knew 
right then and there they 
would make it. "We were 
both so psyched. Once we 
took _that first step a feeling 
overcame us such that we 
knew we weren't going to stop 
until 26 miles and 365 yards 
later." 
Both girls felt good going 
into the first mile of a course 
that even the experienced run-: 
ners find hard due to the hills. 
Diane felt especially good, "I 
had heard it was a hilly course 
and I just got more psyched. I 
THE ITHACAN 
love running hills." Dori, 
however, was a bit more skep-
tical, "I'm from Long Island, 
which is for tl:i~ most part flat. 
1 hate running hills." 
The race went very well for 
the girls except for a few 
stomach antj back cramps. 
They talked about various 
things to keep their mind off 
the pain. Dori would ask 
"How much longer?" and 
Diane would simply reply, 
"The _ leaves are really 
beautiful this time of year, 
aren't they." This continued 
for the better part of the run. 
Although the runners were 
given water every 5 miles, Dori 
began to dehydrate 19 ½ miles 
into the race. "I had to keep 
going, I still had a half mile 
before I could get water," 
Dori said. 
Dori made it and the girls 
plowed through the 23rd mile. 
The 23rd mile is well known to 
runners of the course as a 
grueling mile hill. Half way 
up the hill Dori hit the wall. 
Diane never hit the wall during 
the race so she gave' Dori the 
moral ~Jpport she needed to 
keep going. "We can do it 
Dori, we're almost there," she 
chanted. 
Dori explains the wall, "My 
legs felt like lead; my back was 
hurting and my'body felt like 
it didn't exist. I could feel 
myself running on nothing but 
gut. I told Diane to go on 
ahead since she felt good. I 
just wanted to be left alone." 
66Don 9! Lft The Fibre 
Codes Drag Y @u 
Away From. 
'Th p 0 99 11 e 1nes 
· AHR- Weelkell1ld Parell1lts 9 IF-nlf§t Il)IrnIIIllk 
C0Il1l 1rhe IHI0ID1§e 
Before The Game 8:00am 1UH11tnll 
Game-Time Bloody Marys 75t 
• 
Diane understood Dori's 
sentiments and moved ahead 
to finish a couple of minutes 
before Dori. As Dori crossed 
the finish line the drama of'the 
whole ordeal was captured in 
Diane's crying out of "We did 
it! We did it!", over and over. 
Dori was too exhausted for 
words. 
Moments after the thrill of 
victory, the girls were over-
come by the. agc)ny of the feet 
Cramps and blisters got the 
best of .them and they were 
unable to walk for close to 3 
days. 
Before the pain of running 
the marathon had subsided 
Dori and Diane had already 
decided to run another one. 
"Of course we'll do it again. 
Only now we'll plan on. 2 or 3 
marathons a year." 
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Neither girl was feally able 
to express the experience of 
running a marathon but Diane 
derived satisfaction out of it's 
rarity. "Finishing a marathon 
is something not many people 
accomplish in their lives. Out 
of this sense of accomplish-
ment comes a feeling of self 
esteem and respect from 
others and more importantly 
of yourself." 
Dori had even more trouble 
describing the experience but 
th_c look in her eyes as she 
searched for the answer said it 
all. These two young girls ex-
perienced one of the most 
grueling yet beautiful victories 
of all. They had solved the 
mystery event. 
Womeirn Wmce furn. .~:rnd. 
at §tare Tollmrll.ament 
By Beth- Hoffman 
According to Iris Camel, 
coach of the women's Varsity 
Tennis team, the players, in 
spirit and skill, arc "very up". 
This season's success has cer-
taintly given them good reason 
to feel this way. 
An accomplishment that 
greatly enthused the team was 
their victory against Colgate in 
both the seasonal matches and 
the division 1-2 New York 
State Intercollegiate Tennis 
Tournament last week. These 
were the team's first victories 
against Colgate since I 97'i! 
IC's doubles teams also 
helped to place me team 
second in the tournament, as 
NOT 
TRASH~ 
they won evey match against 
first place Syracuse. The team 
also beat Cornell, making up 
for losses during the regular 
season. 
A highly experienced team is 
one major reason for the 
team's success. Senior co-
captains Pam Grayboff and 
Nancy Stone have been on the 
team for four years. Grayboff 
and her doubles partner, 
junior Josephine Buyrnes, 
placed second ·in the tour-
nament. Freshman Jeanne 
Dumm finished fourth in the 
tournament and holds the 
number one singles spot on the 
team. 
Yes, CRC, one oi the wholiy 
owned subsidiaries og 
Anheuser-Busch, will Pay You 
Cash On The Spot For Empty 
Aluminum Cans of Array C<Brn«ll. 
~OHl"fll a23~ for every pound (about 
24) of aluminum cans you recycle. 
It's an easy way to earn extra money for your 
club, favorite charity or yourself. 
Turn what could be trash into cash and clean 
up while you're cleaning up! 
Behind ilhe Ithaca Pariy Mari 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Ithaca 273-3632 
Every Friday 
1 :00 PM__: 4:00 PM 
-1-'· 
I 
I , 
I-• 
,._ 
,[.~ 
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By Michael Semler 
While most Ithaca College 
students were enjoying the 
comforts of home over fall 
break, the J.C. Crew Team 
was pulling oars through the 
winding waters of the Charles 
River. 
The Head of the Charles 
Regatta, the largest single-day 
=a 
HICK_EY'·S 
201 S. TIOGA ST. 
ITHACA. N.Y 
272·8262 
1HE 
Music Store 
6otosea 
and earn credit 
this Spring 
Sail the Caribbean and Atlantic on a 100 
foot schooner as part of Southampton 
College's 1982 SEAmester™ program. 
Study the coastline, barrier and 
coral reefs. plus marine life V1s1t major 
seaports and points of interest. 
Accreaited courses in: Costa! 
crew race in the world, attrac-
ted 1500 oarsmen and women 
this year. United States crews 
were challenged by teams from 
Japan, West Germany, 
England and Canada. 
Ithaca College took five 
crews to Boston; a lightweight 
eight, heavyweight eight, 
women's eight, youth eight 
and a mixed eight, comprised 
of four men and four women. 
In the first race, which in-
volved an Ithaca boat, our 
lightweight eight came in 19th 
place out of 40 boats, almost a 
full minute behind defending 
champion St. Catherine's 
from Canada. 
The mixed eight came in 
32nd place out of 39 boats at a 
time of 18:06. 
The Freshmen Youth Eight 
came in 22nd place out of 38 
boats at a time of 18 :47. 
In the heavyweight eight 
race, regarded as the event of 
the day, the Ithaca boat came 
in 28th place out of 38 boats. 
The winner of the race was 
Navy with an unofficial course 
record of 14:42. 
It should be noted that these 
Ecology, Ichthyology, Navigation .rr-..,,..,. 
and Seamanship, Literature of 
the Sea, American Maritime 
History, Natural History, 
Salling. 
April 4, 1982 to 
June 5. 1982 
For more informatmn, contact 
SEAmester™ 
Of11ce or Confmumg Education 
Southampton College of L , u. 
Southampton. New York 11968 
or call 516·283·4000, ext 117 
SHRIMP 
ON THE SALAD BAR 
WEEKDAYS Dinner is served 
from 5 - 10 PM. 
WEEKENDS until 11 PM. Party 
arrangement on request. 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON Dinner 
begins at 2 PM. 
(Senior C1t1zens 10°'0 Discount) 
DIRECTIONS: 
Located on Route 13, 3 miles 
south of downtown Ithaca. 
' Only 30 minutes from Elmira 
or 1 hour from Syracuse. 
$tll0rtlllt$ 
Seven Z Crown 
AMERICAN WHISKEY 
A BLEND 
'01 ,..,{u4 ,y' thuncave ~ 
.unoot,{,~,M'-/~ 
~ a I!= o/ ,kam,~ 
gi't°J~@C!Ji@@ 
RIIIO(D L ~TTUO L'kOtll U S GOYfl.KMEIC1 ~ 
~ IQ..11tir.~~: ='~sa•mu,ur•"' 
SEAGRAM DISTlllERS CO., N.Y.C. AMERICAN m!ISKEY-1\ BLEND. 80 PROOF "SF;YEN •JP- .-o ·1 up· •RE TflA!lf.lJ~Rl\SOFTHE SEVEt1-~P COMFAN, c, 1001 
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times could be changed due to 
penalties and· 
disqualifications. 
Head Coacn Ward .Kov1er 1s 
now conditioning his oarsmen 
for 1500 meter sprints at the 
November 21st Frostbite 
Regatta in Philadelphia. The 
Frostbite will be the last race 
of the fall season. 
,-
l./ 
---
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Womens· Crew Comes Out Of 
TheShadOW§ 
~ 
WIN· A GIFT CERTIFICATE ¢t ~ Q FORANI.C.T-SIDRJl;\,1> 
lrJCKIE 0"\) 
Women ro~ showmg s1JUm f 
By P. McGann coaching of Peter Cortes, a races are approximately thtce -~ 
UESTION: 
Although crew may be formerr member of the V.S. miles long and crews must 
somewhat of a "mystery National rowing team. Presen- pat.:e. chemseives in order to 
sr~rt," it is perhap? amongst tly, the women are rowing in endure a race against the 
th,.. most beautiful -and an eight and a four, with clock. 
u1: ,-ying team sports at Ithaca returning oarspersons: Mary I.C Women have par-
Colle~e. , . Bragg, Mary Dziagla, Terri ticipated in two Head races 
It 1s true thar crew is b~st Golden, Liz Keigler, Kristina thus far. On September 27, the 
appreciated by those ~h? row Lange: Peg Mallery, Patty Women's Crew placed third 
despite the fact that If 1s far McGann, Sandy Stern, and out of eight boats at the Head 
from glorious. For example, Millicent Westerfield; and of the Rideau in Ottawa.· 
no one individual in a-boat of freshpersons:· MaryBeth Ball, ¼The team also trav elk.ct to 
eight rowers could be singled Carol Brown, Cyndi Brown, Boston to place 33rd in a fast 
out as a most valuable PJ~yer, Maria Barheria, Denise Drew, field of 42 at the Head of the 
whereas this treatment is and Mary Ganey. The team Charles on October 18. 
common in other sports. The hopes to have two eights by In the future, the women 
glory to the oarsperson comes the spring. will hold an intersquad race on 
from- knowing that hard prac- The crew season lasts from the cayuga inlet on Sunday, 
tice has made her/him succeed September until May. In the November I, beginning ;it 
in working qS a team. fall, 'the team participates in 10:00 a.m. Also to come is the 
The Ithaca College large races, or "Head"races. frostbite Regatta in 
Women's Crew began. _its Many sch,ools and clubs, Philadelphia on November 
seventh year of compem1ve mostly from the Northeast, Zl st 
rowing this fall . unde( . the Tow·in the fall Head races. The -
OPEN BUDGET MEETtNGS 
Monday, Nov. 2nd-Friday, Nov. 6th 
CAMPUS COMMUNITY INVITED 
This is your opportunity to raise questions and make suggestions 
on the preparation oftbe 1982- 1983 budget . 
., 
Question - Who holds the 
World Series record for most 
RBIs in seven game series? 
Every Week, J.GOULD'S (at the foot or the hill on Aurora 
Streel) ~ill sponsor the QUICKIE QUIZ. Readers are invited to 
an~wer the question and submit it to The lrhacan C/0 Basement 
or I.or.don Hall ... or bring it in person by 5:00 p.m. Wednesday. 
Adrawin,: or the correct submission will determine the Weeks 
Winner. So come on and give it a try! 
"To Keep Your Spirits Ur," 
H&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
CLOSEST UQUOR STORE 
TO l C. L""AA1PUS 
21 8 ON THE COMMONS 
"Featuring the Finest Selection of N. Y. Slate Wines" 
! Afternoon 
. DELIVERIES 272-2111 
~A:1"'..!117All'&:P" ..... .4llli'...::EIJ"...c:,'..:.,"'...:::,'..t:!:Y.t::7..c::,'...:::7..c:,"...cl7...c:7.£:7...c,'...a:,,'A:?7'~~ 
I Cr,:~ ti 305VineStree; ~ 
November2 2:00-3:00 Board Room - Job Hall 
November2 3:00-4:00 G-114 
November2 4:30-S:OO Faculty Lounge - Ford Hall 
November3 1:00-2:30 Board Room - Job Hall 
November4 12:00- 1:00 Sound Stage - P.A. Building 
.. 
November4 3:30- 4:30 Conference Room - Gannett S 
November4 4:00-S:OO Main Chapel 
November S 2:00-3:00 Dean's Office - Hill Center 
Provost Office, International 
Programs and Academic Support Areas 
School of H&S 
School of Music 
College Relations 
School of Communications 
School of Business 
Student Affairs 
School of H. P. E. R. 
November6 2:00-3:00. Conference Room-Rowland Hall School ~f A.H. P. 
November6 2:30- 3:30 Muller 214 Graduate Studies, 
Continuing Education 
November 6 3:00-4:00 Friends 308 V. P. Business Affairs, 
Treasurer, President 
November6. 4:QO- S:00 Friends 308 Total College Budget 
.. 
*If you have a question pertaining to an area of responsibility ,a 
please refer to the "Directories" section of the 1981 -1982 
m:idergraduate announcement booklet. 
~ "'Tl Liverpool_. N.Y. 13088 ~ 
~ .. MP NJ (31 s) 4s1-2910 · ij 
~ (duui,onal Center ~ I TCST PR[PAAITION ~ ! SPECtaus,s s1Ht£ 19Ja Classes Begin ~ 
!ij Prepare for: in Ithaca: '.J 
~ ~ 
IDecoD IL§A1r Nov. I ij 
! Deco"" {GRJE Nov. 1. ij 
~ - , ~ 
;J.ailll.o= GMA'Jf Nov. 18 ~ 
I Classes held in Ithaca - i ' 
~ Call (315) 451-2970 ij ~ for details. l'i I ~ I A NEW STANLEY H. KAPLAN . i 
I EDUCATIONAL CENTER ~ 
ti WILL BE OPENING ij 
I EARLY IN NOVEMBER AT: · ~ 
I ~ I 6~6 W. State St. . ~ 
· I Ilthaca, N.Y. 14850 ij 
I · (607) 217.3301 ij 
~ASV..c:i,"..a:7..::7..:l:T..&:P"~..::;,'JIF...,. .. AD".ar...,,...,...-'"'9"..c:::P'~~-..c:,o..ll 
~:. 
I, 
I_;. 
I·' 
WE'RE 
BUYI-NG 
OLD 
SH ' . .~.-. ~ ~' E 
hoes to Boot 
Pyramid Man· 
273,~2·101 
' ~~~ you !have <OJ1n1y o!d shoes, 
boots-or clogs laying around 
collectong dust, bring them irn 
'iio us and we will give you 
$1 oOO tow~rds a purchase of 
to1 new pairr overr _$30.~0 ! 
Limited: Offer Expires Nov. 1st. 
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If you want to sound o~f about sports, address letters to V .F-. T .B., the Ithacan c/ o Landon Hali 
A Giant Sea<;on true blue Giant tans, 1 can tenacious def d ,, ' f 1 now begin to dream the im- one ot" th. ense, tan m~ real snowctown. tlut baby, we ee ' biases put aside, that tnc , 
To the Editor: "bl d . e mos exc?tmg are 5 and 3. Jimmy the Greek Jets have the potential to make 
I am writing this letter on ~~:~~p!? re!~ci P~a,rof~bir~~ comebacks I have seen any eat your heart out you loser! it into post season play. Their 
behalf of all of those Giants - . · car · ou team make, taking it to 24~17 So to all-of those who have · best record since 1969 is 7 and 
fans who for so long, year af- 6-u bebeve a .SOO season? Us Some h<'w I knew it was t~o stuck by their team, I'll toast a 7 or 8 and 8 pending on how 
ter year, have spent in- ~an~ fan~ have got to start good to be true1 and then the shot of Cuervo to the Giants, long you've stuck it out. In 
numerable Sunday watching thmkmg big, aod w~at better Falcons tied it up ·on Bar- and a shot of Mezcal to getting any case it's what I call C-
the team face disaster after way to start t~an with a 5-3 tkowskis TD pass. Well back our respect for being, football and that's being nice. 
disaster. Yes, this letter is to record, at mid-season, the shazaam the real test, the Giants fans! So far, you gotta Walt Michaels and the 
honor those fans who stuck by league s bes! defense, the Giants are in overtime. This is love it! Jets have been building, 
the team even in the rockiest leagues beSt kicker and pu~ter, too · much for Giant fa Loren Mortimer buying, trading and drafting 
of times and the darkest and one of the· ~FC's beSt because that's where the Gi:~ top flight ball players with 
hours. The fans who have qurrtetbackt·;hil Sims. . ts choke so to speak. outstanding collegiate 
lived through ulcers, chronic as wee s game a~amSt (Remember Pisarciks immor- Another Jet Otoke statistics. There is no question 
nausea, burned up season Atlanta proved man~ thmgs. tal fumble three vears ago there is alot of talent on this 
tickets~ and --destroyed It proved that the Giants can agcl;inst Philly?) At any rate fo the Editor: team and this year they have 
televisions, can now relax. beat a contend·er, they can the only one who will ever After following the New displayed successful results 
Those fans who have lived ma:e a devaStatmg comeback know how scared I was is my York Jets from their depending on what Sunday 
through the likes of Pisarcik, :n t~r press~ret t~ey c~~ play laundry lady. God bless Joe amazing season of 68 and the you watch them. After 1/2 the 
Morton, Czonka, Arnsparger, ·1 e s oppies O co~ itmnS, Danelo for being able to kick superbowl victory through season has been completed the 
(and who could ever forget and they can be considered a that fieµ! goal 40 yards and their dismal, half assed per- Jets have won less than half of 
Homer Jones and Allie Sher- matured team that should not thus giving sweet victory to my formance last Sunday against their games with only 8 games 
man), now have a new team be taken for granted by other team the lowly Seahawks I feel I remaining. This year in pre-
that is at least keeping its tea?1s. They di~ show some of Pe~haps the real superbowl have to draw the line. Do you season, · the Jets handily 
heads above sea level. I'm in their. old ha~its laSt· week, will take place this weekend agree? You, like many others defeated top contending teams 
shock, I'm <,>Verwhelmed, and especially dun~g th·e first ahfl when the Giants play host to have drawn the line probably in Philadelphia, Denver and 
I'm in a New York State of witb s?m · stupid m,1stakes and that other New York team more than once. My in- the Giants - but when the 
Mind because the Giants have penalties. T~e third q~arter from across the river. What's decision is like a chronic in- season opened they lost three 
been doing sometriing they are was even kmd of dismal their name? I will be there corrigable disease. I guess one games straight. Obviouslv 
not used to--winning. because they w~re down ! 7-7, along with many other bar- must understand what kind of they couldn't throw in th~ 
Lik~ so many other loyal but then t~e~ 1ust put !1 all dcore fans for the battle of.the fan I am. towel because too many jobs 
1 
_____ _.::_ _ :_____:_....::t..:_0 ::.ge:..:t:.:.:h::e:..r__:w:..::1::.th~g-=o-=o-=d~p=..:a:s_:s1~n:.'.'.g'..:.'_:a:__Hudson. This could be the Every pre-season I honestly were on the line. How about 
-~~- - - · · · · · the fans like myself who boast 
abou! the "new Jets" every 
Saturday night only to receive 
"I told you so" phone calls 
Sunday evening. The Jets are 
going down in history as an ex-
tremely inconsistant ball club! 
There solidity only lies in our 
minds: We are merely kidding 
ourselves; holding on to the 
·ctream that Joe Namath, 
I 
l 
I NEVI:1\ KN'f.W 
4'RlPLE ?f.C? c«ll-'V 
BE L.IKf:"'TH\$//,! 
'-
5.EC~ X 1= 
TR\ PLE :S.fC. 
AND J 1HOUGHT ~CORIMG A 
10l}Ctt.DOWN WA, B<cmN&! 
For a free recipe booklet. write Hlrarn Walker Corc!la.ls, EO. Box 2235, Farmington Hills, Mich 48018. 
HIB.Al.VI WALK·E_R TRIPLE SEC 
fc) 1981 Triple Sec Lique~r. 60 proof. H,ram Walker & Sons. J· San Francis-co. Calif 
--------:---_:_ ____ --:----~----__J 
-------- ------------
mntinued top. 20 
~EVIVAl 
Tk: .Stac: for Antique Vmtooe 
and ~c:c,cled W::ar , 
C05lurne 
Sa6 
b Cd~oe<o.n at 
OJ Dipe'., i\ood ltlcca Nl ]7J-f5200. 
*FRENCH *GERMAN *SPANISH 
BOOKS 
Widest Selection 
Lowest Prices 
Special Orders 
THEBOOKERY 
Qewitt Mall 
27:t-SOSS 
Sculpture 
; the iron shop · 
on the comrrons 
'272-5101 
I 
,•. 
i .· 
... 
I -
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THE ITHACAN 
when ·the results of last week's game poured in it was discov~red that Altman. and_ Caplan ?r-: 
dea:ed the same drinks, -they were both seven and seven. ,;his week, they agam try to outp1ck 
the..other under the table· .. 
- - ., 
-
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THE AP LINE LOU CAPLAN HOWARD ALTMAN 
!FAVORITE POINTS .UNDERDOG (WICB Sports Director) (ITHACAN Sports Editor) 
,, .. 
-
i SUNDAY ' 
' 
I 
GIANTS 2 Jets GIANTS GIANTS 
Atlanta 6½ NEW ORLEANS *Atlanta 
' 
Atlauta 
I 
MIAMI 7½ Baltimore Baltimore MIAMI . 
TAMPA BAY 6 Chicago Chicago TAMPA BAY 
BUFFALO 5 Cleveland Cleveland Cleveland 
CINCINNATI 4 Houston CINCINNATI *CINCINNATI 
PITTSBURGH 3 1/2 San Francisco PITTSBURGH San Francisco 
GREEN BAY 41/z Seattle Seattle Seattle 
PHILADELPHIA ~ Dallas Dallas PHILADELPHIA 
LOS ANGELES 6½ Detroit LOS ANGELES Detroit 
, 
SAN DIEGO 6 1/2 Kansas City SAN DIEGO Kansas City 
OAKLAND I New England New England New England 
WASHINGTON 3½ St. Louis WASHINGTON Sf. Louis 
- -
I ' 
I MONDAY 
-I DENVER 4½ Mmnesota Minnesota Minnesota -
Home Team In Caps *Best Bet 
. 
-
JB'all Baseball c:a . 
TmlleforlRar.ning 
B y David Fischer and players. "This (the fall) is season "allows you to see 
George Valesente calls the an opportumty for a player to 
fall baseball season "a I show what he can do, and also 
training period to iron out our what he cannot do," said 
where you stand for a spnng 
pu:.1uuu. 
weaknesses." The Bomber Valesente. . 
pilot had to be pleased by the To a player, the fall session 
fe wrinkles his team showed in is a chance to "get the kinks 
finishing with a strong season out and get rid of some bad 
record of9-5. summer habit;", as infielder 
A platooned third baseman 
most of last season, Larry 
Smith's fall goal was "to gain 
the coach's confid~nce" in 
hopes of becoming a full-time 
player in the spring. Smith 
The NCAA does nu: Frank Potochney analyzed. 
recognize fall baseball, but it is For Potocfmey and other JV 
a valuable time for both coach. players from last year, the fall 
certainly made his point with 
the bat by contributing several 
key hits. 
Quarterb2ck Doug DeCarr, 
who was out for three weeks 
with a knee injury, replaced 
injured Corry Davies and 
engineered three scoring drives 
including a 36 yard pass to 
Chris Pope and a 41 yard pass 
to Tucker Bradshaw for his 
performance the Ithacan 
honors Doug DeCarr as 
Athlete of the Week. 
,,· 
\ _·.,. 
. 
. 
ODDCOUPl.E 
-- STANDINGS --
w :n:., GB PC1fc 
ALTMAN 47 37 . 571 
CAPJLAN 45 
The player who is assured of 
his position in the spring may 
use the .fall season to 
strengthen individual play. 
Catcher Bob Adams came into 
the fall season thinking strictly 
defense. "I was totally defen-
se-minded, trying to learn the 
pitchers, how to handle them, 
what pitch they have the most 
39 2 . 535 
confidence in ... " 
Returning second baseman 
Eddie Sands concentrated on 
the fundamentals, and in' par-
ticular turning the double 
play; "We worked hard on 
tightening up the infield, and 
spent everyday practicing our 
double play until you could 
·eallv see the ~mprovement." 
' , 
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George. Steinhrenner9 
' . 
Greatest Am.eriran Hero 
Ladies and gentlemen, in 
the far corner, wearing the pin 
stripe trunks and weighing in 
at 185 pounds, from the 
Bronx, the champion, G.eorge, 
the "Elevator Intimidator" 
Steinbrenner. 
And they say. there are no 
more heroes. Men like John 
Wayne and Randolph Scott 
are mere memories, preserved 
on ,strips of celluloid. But 
look, up in the press box, it's a 
bird, it's a plane, no, it's 
George Steinbrenner. Faster 
than Gooses' fastball, more 
powerful than the smell in the 
locker room, able to deck 
drunken Dodger fans, the man 
they call Boss is the greatest 
American hero. 
by Michael Ayala 
The Ithaca College field 
hockey team-lost a tough 3-2 
decision to Lock Haven this 
past Tuesday, marking the 
team's first lost this season af-
ter 11 straight victories. 
Going into the game the 
Bombers knew the Lock 
Haven team was tough. They 
have a very impressive squad 
with good team speed. Lock 
Haven has played the likes of 
Penn State (ranked number 2 
behind the University of 
Massachussetts in Regional 
Rankings) and they are con-
sidered one of the better teams 
in Pennsylvania. 
The game started slow as 
both teams showed great 
George Steinbrenner provect 
that he was the real Bronx 
bomber. While his team 
lacked punch on the field, 
losing three straight to those 
turncoats from L.A. who left 
Brooklyn for greener pastures, 
George upheld the Yankee 
pride in the elevator of his 
hotel. --... When two drunken 
Dodger fans entered the 
elevator they insulted . the 
Yankees and New York (smile 
when you say that, pardner). 
Even without the Greg and 
Reggie hit squad, Steinbrenner 
did what any sensible 
millionaire would do, he beat 
the hell out of the two infidels, 
,leaving a trail of teeth andf 
"blood in his wake. 
respect for each other's team 
speed. The game finally 
opened up but IC was only 
able to get an unassisted goal 
from Linda Amuso at 27:05 of 
the first and went in at· half 
time down 2-1. 
Margaret Pilling added 
another goal for the Bombers 
at 15:45 of the second with an 
assist from Cathy Foto. The 
goal brought the Bombers to 
within one of tying but Lock 
Haven wa9 able to withstand 
the IC pressure pulling out the 
3-2 victory. 
The Bombers ended up with 
10 shots on goal while Lock 
Haven was able to pull off 15 
shots at goalie ·Paula Majeski, 
the defensive star of the game 
FOR YOUR. NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU.' )' 
AIRY~nARY 
I 16 N. CA YUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
273-2221 
) 
Sat. Only With 
This Ad! 
It makes you want to sing 
out another chorus of "New 
York, New York." The 
Yankees have to win. If they 
don't, they have the wrath of 
George to- contend with. The 
Boss rules his troops with an 
iron fist and leads by example. 
For the Boss, a broken hand is 
a small price to pay for in-
spiring his lacadas:cal em-
ployees. The Yankees have 
their backs to the wall, they 
must win games six and seven 
if they want to call themselves 
world champs. Steinbrenner 
desperately wants to call him-
sett a World Champ even ·if he 
has to beat up all of Los 
Angeles to do it. 
If the Yankees should lose, 
for IC with 12 saves. I his 
marks the first time afl year 
any opponent has outshot IC 
in a given game. 
Statistics show the Bombers 
to be quite dominant in the 
shot-on-goal category. In 12 
games this season, IC has 345 
shots on goal, scoring 65 
times. Their opponents have 
managed 98 shots on goal 
scoring only 16 times. 
Bomber ·staff believe Lock 
Haven is good enough to make 
the Regionals in November 
there is always boxing. The 
Boss has a stable of capable 
pugilists who would make any 
card golden. He can always 
add mqre punch by rehiring 
Billy the Kid and Cliff John-
son. He could plow over the 
infield, add more seats and 
turn the pitchers mound into a 
ring. If that idea doesn't pan 
out, he can invest in 25 pairs 
of skates and buy out the Gar-
den. They couldn't be any 
worse than the Rangers 
I'm going to take down my 
posters of Superman and the 
Green Hornet. I h'ave a new 
super hero, his"name is George 
Steinbrenner. 
and, in fact, they are hoping Gufv, if 
they do. IC is looking forward to ·try and forget about_ this 
to meeting Lock Haven once loss and focus their attention 
more only to reverse this past on the upcoming Division I 
decision. . and II State Championships to 
The Bombers will now have be held this weekend in Cor-
tland, N.Y. 
Ithaca conege, seeded first 
in the state , will take on four-
th seeded Colgate while second 
seed Syracuse takes on third 
seed C.W. Post. 
A· ·J 17-IERE.YOVARE FoU<S! Al=TER.127 CONSEC.JJTIVE TD!<CH 
:SWALLOWS, SIE.R.~E HE!cE ACWAL.1.Y Pe.£FeR.57HE1'AS!E CF 
0£DVIIENNAIJ6.NMIAN/8ESlTOA~a=~S£/.1I-GLa5 
f;NAMl=.L ! WHA1' EX.AC:rLY AREY~ COMM.ENT:51 Sf;l<I£.? 
VERY B£/TERT!-IAN R'£D,,. 8LJ1 NOT MA Y8I:' 8£l7£R 
THAN Y£1.i..atJ! S'ERtf£.f:!5§ 'rE!.LDt(} £NA!v1~L!' 
Most people prefer Old Yieinuma 
to almost anything. 
This advertisement is .a blatant attempt to 
persuade you to buy Old Vienna beer. If you keep 
buying our beer, we'll keep running our cartoons. 
Old Vienna Canadian Beer 
Imported by Con!ury J~porte~. ll'!C,, Baltimore. Ma"ryland 
,·, 
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By Doug Clauson 
Ithaca College took an early 
lead and held on in the second' 
half to defeat American Inter-
national College 27-23 this 
past Saturday at South Hill 
Field. 
The Bombers, who raised 
their record to 4-3, played a 
strong game against a big AIC 
team. The Yellow Jackets, a 
Division II school, were 
clearly bigger and heavier than 
Ithaca. Bomber Coach Jim 
Butterfield felt his team's 
main asset was their mental 
readiness. 
"The thing that pleased me 
the most about the win was 
our mental preparation," said 
Butterfield. "We were ready 
to play and that was the key to 
the ball game." 
Ithaca took control of the 
ballgame from the outset. 
Kevin Finn's 90-.yard kickoff 
return to the AIC one year line 
setup John Koob's one year 
run as the Bombers took a 7-0 
lead. 
AIC came back to take a 10-
7 lead in the first quarter, but, 
the Bombers rallied to go up 
21-10 at the half. ~ Doug 
DeCarr replaced Cory Davies 
at quarterback and gave the 
Bombers the offensive punch 
they needed:· 
Decarr, who was out for 3 
weeks with a knee injury, 
engineered 3 "Bomber scoring 
drives. .His 36 yard touch-
down pass fo tight end Chris 
Pope late in the first quarter 
gave the Bombers the lead for 
good. · 
"A personality change in a 
lineup sometimes works 
favorably," said Butterfield. 
"_Doug did a good job movil, 
the offense in the first half." 
Ithaca didn't letup in the 
second half as Decarr hit 
Tucker Bradshaw on a 41-yard 
touchdown play to give the 
Bombers a 27-10 third quarte:r 
lead. 
AIC captured in the third 
quarter two IC fumbles to, 
rally to 27-23" with one quarter 
of play remaining, but the· 
Bomber defense took control 
in the fourth quar.ter and held 
AI C scoreless. 
Bob Campese intercepted 
two passes late in the game to 
halt two Yellow Jacket dri,es 
while the defensive line of 
Frank Cogliandro, Bill 
Sheerin and Gerry Stryker 
pressured - AIC quarterback 
Rod Pena out of the pocket. 
"I was very proud of the 
way our kids fought to the 
line," Butterfield said. "We 
had problems moving the ball 
late in the game and we were 
giving away 50-60 pounds a 
man in places, but we fought 
the battle all the way." 
Ithaca's special teams 
played a key role in Satur-
day's victory. Finn~ and Jim. 
Duncan gave the Bombers 
good field position with fine 
kickoff and punt returns. 
Kicker Dave Axenfeld was 
forced to play a major role 
Saturday. Punter Jeft Lacey 
was out with a shoulder in-
jury, and place-kicker Ed 
Kracke broke a. wrist while · 
making a tackle. Axenfeld 
who hadn't played footba.Ii 
before this year, took over the 
kicking and puntfng duties and 
forced AIC to operate deep in 
their own territory with several 
fine punts as well as adding 
two extra points. 
The Bomber injury list con-
tinued to grow on Saturday. 
Ithaca, which has already lost 
Dave Whalen, Dan Lanoir 
and Gerry Cooper, suffered 
another setback when Cory 
Davies broke a bone in his 
right arm early in the first 
quart~r. Kracke may play ·on 
Saturday against Hot...~rt if. a 
'soft cast can be placed on his 
wrist. 
Ithaca which has won and 
lost an alternate weeks this 
season, tries for two in a row ~ 
this Saturday against Hobart, 
who won their first game last 
week 34-8 over Hamilton. 
"To beat Hobart we must 
be as well prepared mentally as 
we were against AlC," added 
Butterfield. 
Bomber Blasts-
Ithaca has a 1-1 reco1 d in 
the ICAC, and suffered a 34-8 
non-conference loss to Brock-
port State two weeks ago. 
Lacey has been working out 
and is expected to play this 
Saturday. Campese has inter-
cepted seven passes this 
season, one .shy of the single 
season record at Ithaca. 
Kickoff for the Hobart 
game is at 1 :00 pm on South 
Hill Field. .. 
Ithaca 14 7 6 0 -27 
T,A_7i O lie w_, o' m·'en. Run. AIC 10 0 13 0-23 n 1 ~ l'f I IC-Koob 1 run (Kracke kick) 
AIC-Raymond 32 FG In Ithaca Marathon ; ~~i!~tale 20 pass from 
by Michael Ayala couutry m nigh scnooi ana sne IC-Pope 36 pass from DeCarr 
A closer look behind the presently runs 5 to 8 miles a (Axenfeld kick) 
barrage of "New Balance" day on the various campus IC-Moreau 5 run (Axenfeld 
sneakers and "Bill Rod.e;er's" trails. kick) 
running gear before the Ithaca The idea of running a IC-Bradshaw 41 pass from 
Marathon, revealed two marathon wasn't a new idea to DeCafr (run failed) 
courageous young woman at- the girls. Both were capable of . AIC-Papale JO pass from 
tempting their first marathon, 21 miles which they did con- Pena (Raymond kick) 
Dori Adler and Diane Lever. sistently in high school during AIC-Papale 19 pass from 
Dori and Diane are their free time. Pena (kick blocked) 
sophomore physical therapy•., Neither girl had actually IC 
majors at IC. considered running a irstdowns 14 Dori, from Long Island, has marathon so soon and it 
ushes-yards 108 
always been an avid runner. wasn't until Dori spotted an assing-yards 17 At age 8 her father enrolled ·ad for the marathon did the · · - O 
her in a running club of which girls begin to take it seriously. ~::i~les-lost -1~:i31 
AIC 
21 
116 
201 
9-38" 
2-1 she has been a member ever Dori explains, "I'd always 
since. Dori ran track in high dreamed of . running a enalties-yards 9-45 . ' 9-64 
school where she was mainly a marathon but I never thought-' Rushing-IC, Koob 24-96 
sprinter and she is presently a my chance would come $O. Moreau 12-S2. AIC; Daruta 
member of I C's track team. soon. I was thinking more 12-58 · 
Diane, from Clinton, New toward 20 years fro1n"now but P~sJng-IC, DeCarr 10-25-170 
York, hasn't be~n running I just couldn't pass up this AIC, Pena 11-23-123. Mclean·· 
quite as long but she is no less chance."·- 5-17-78 ' · 
enthusiastic about her .. sport. Dori decided to ask Diane if· .R~ceiving-IC, Dunc.m 3-SS 
She·. b_ eg_an by ru_.n, Ding cross flJtl/inUed, 2/ . Pope 3-SO. Bradshaw l.-44~. 
-- -
op. · · · AIC, Papale 10-142·: .. . 
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